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Where's the beach? 
Iliii«.> hv Juih WellCT 
ZTA celebrates "snowbunny" tradition 
By Lisa Llewellyn 
Rotunda Stall 
()ii the morning of Friday, Febru- 
ary 26, the temperature was freezing 
cold, the ground was covered in sm m. 
and the members of /eta Tan Alpha 
were out posing for a photograph in 
their bathing suits. 
The event is known as the ZTA 
Snowbunny tradition. 
Holly Asbury, a senior member 
of Zeta Tail Alpha. said "It's a tradi- 
tion of Alpha Chapter of ZTA to take 
our snowbunny picture on the first big 
snowfall of the year. We haven't had 
this opportunity since 1989." 
Heather Runyon added. "It was 
exciting to carry on the tradition that 
has been done for 28 years Hope! tally 
the ZTAs here will carry on the tradi- 
tion forever." 
When asked bow n felt to go out 
into the snow in nothing but a swim- 
suit, the general consensus was that 
everyone was so nervous and excited 
that they did not notice die cold. 
Melanie McCoy, a new pledge, 
said "it was embarrassing and funny- 
a new experience." 
An aspect of the snowbunny tradi- 
tion that the women of Zeta can count 
on, is being a target for many flying 
snowballs, coming from the hands ol 
many fraternity men. A few of these 
men commented on their opinion of 
the tradition. 
Associate member of Tail Kappa 
l.psilon, Jim Monihan, laid "It's fun 
lor them and fun for us, so I have no 
problem with it." 
Chris Friedman, a brother of Delia 
Tau Chi, commented that "it's a (tan 
tradition that makes ZTA differ nl 
Irom die rest" 
There were a few contradicting 
opinions about whether or not the 
scheduled time of the event should be 
made public knowledge. 
Rob Postel, an associate member 
of Pi Kappa Phi said. "It's a unique 
tradition that should be kept secret so 
people can anticipate when the event 
will happen." Mark Ferraro. a found- 
ing father of Phi Kappa Tau said, "It's 
a great tradition— just let the time be 
known." 
For those that missed a, die tradi- 
tion was also broadcast over the Rich- 
mond News 
Student conference nurtures 
leadership potential 
By Judith Weller 
Rotunda Staff 
/.t\ Dadabhoy, l.ongwood's Stu- 
dent Development Educator, will be 
in charge of the second annual I Emerg- 
ing I.eaders( (inference. This confer 
ence will take place on April second 
and third. 
I Ins will be an attempt to educate 
students more efficiently on how to 
manage leadership positions. 
Throughout its duration, the confer- 
ence will include sessions on building 
Organizational skills, speakers, group 
activities, and various workshops. 
[he cost to participate in the 
Emerging Leaden program will be 
ten dollars foe those student* who have 
been chosen to attend 
In order to attend. Undent! must be 
nominated by advisors, (acuity mem- 
bers, orientation leaders, seminal lead 
ers, organizational leaders, Resident 
Assistants, or their pew, 
The applications for those students 
who get nominated and are interested 
in attending can be found at the Stu- 
dent Development Office 
Dadabhoy expects approximately 
100 students to attend. 
This is the first time he will be in 
charge of this program which has been 
successful in the past He is very 
energetic and excited to put a new 
formal he has been working on to 
work for the Conference. 
I NJdabhoy believes that there are a 
lot of things that need to be done tot 
the Student body, by the student body. 
I liese workshops are targeted towards 
providing the opportunity to leani lead- 
ership skills correctly. 
I tilortunalely. even though DM   I 
people dunk they can assume le.uk i 
ship positions by desire alone, he says. 
there are a lot o! leadership skills one 
learn as they go along. 
Dadabhoy also stressed that lead 
eiship skills are not usually skills indi- 
viduals are born with 
These workshops ate also created 
to encourage sophomores. Ireshman, 
minorities, and women to assume lead- 
ership roles. 
The point of tins encouragement is 
to broaden the leadership pull ol these 
groupi ot students. 
While the location is still unde- 
cided, Dadbboy speculates that all 
these activities win takeplaceinl auk 
ford Student Union, 
SGA Senator 
Mauldin impeached; 
acquitted 
By Mindy Oakes 
Rotunda Staff 
The major topic of new and old 
business lor the Student (io\ eminent 
Association has been the impeach- 
mentprocest of the Junior Class Resi- 
dent, James Mauldin. This issue has 
lingered on for the past four weeks 
and the President of Student Govern- 
ment Association (S( iA) has been on 
the case and taking care of all the 
correspondence during this period. 
Some time in September Mauldin 
submitted a letter explaining his ab- 
sences and his strong disapproval 
towards having the time and date 
changed of the occurrence of the S( iA 
meetings In a later letter sent to the 
Student Senate. Mauldin also made 
comments about the "flagrant misuse 
of power" that Wells displayed . 
In the more recent letter to SGA, 
Mauldin v. cut on to say that he "would 
entertain anybody's thoughts on this 
subject (Mauldin being excused from 
the meetings) at the next meeting, on 
whatever da) Mi Wells might decide 
that should bf " 
ral meetings passed and 
Mauldin still did not show up; how- 
ever, he did n v to get the secretary of 
the .1 iimoi ( lass to attend the meetings 
in his place temporarily, though this 
effort fell through because the secre- 
tary had other obligations that he bad 
to uphold 
On February 23, Julie Lindsay, 
Vice President of the Junior Class, 
attended one ol the meetings ;uid spoke 
out saying that she leeN that some- 
thing should have already been done 
and that the Junior Class is suffering 
in the long run without any guidance 
or support. 
it was at the same meeting dial the 
SGA decided that Wells was to send a 
letter of notice to Mauldin. The letter 
stated that "on February 18, a motion 
was made and seconded which stated 
that the Article VII, Section 2 of the 
StudcntdoveniinentA.s.sociationCon- 
stiiution does grant the S( iA the right 
to not only remove a person's voting 
privileges, but the SGA shall also re- 
move the person's position or title." 
It was also stated in the letter that 
if he wanted to defend himself that he 
should be present to die next meeting. 
The letter closed by stating the 
responsibilities of a senator and how 
their absenteeism policy worked and 
also that SGA was aware of the first 
two excuses for the meetings, but that 
by no means did it excuse him for the 
past six meetings. 
In rebuttal to the letter that Darrell 
Wells mailed to James Mauldin, 
Mauldin did in fact write a letter back 
to SGA. Mauldin was criticized by 
some members of the Senate for the 
harshness of the lone of his letter, as 
well as the personal attacks made on 
the SGA President himself. 
The letter was submitted by a rep- 
resentative of Mauldin, and SGA re- 
viewed it and discussed all the facts of 
the situation. In the letter, Mauldin 
said he informed the entire Senate of 
his inability to attend meetings if the 
meetings were to be changed from 
Sunday evenings to Tuesday. 
Mauldin also said that on die times 
he spoke to Darrell Wells outside of 
the meetings about his situation he 
given the impression that Wells un- 
derstood. 
Mauldin continued to comment on 
Well's "recent amnesia about this situ- 
ation.". Mauldin recalls making a long 
distance phone call in December ex- 
plaining to Wells about him being 
ordered by his ROTC unit to attend a 
training school in Oklahoma from 03 
January through 15 January. 
This was Mauldin's explanation 
for missing the meeting the first week 
of semester. 
The closing of the letter stated that 
he was sorry for not being present at 
the meeting in which the letter was 
being presented, but said that this was 
his last week of wrestling practice 
At the meeting of March 16th, this 
issue was discussed at great length 
and many of the Senators questioned 
Mauldin about his involvement with 
the class and his response was that he 
felt the Junior Class was burnt out. A 
Senator, Rebecca Fordham, stated 
that it is his job as a President to make 
a difference as well as changes on 
campus with your class, furthermore 
he should try to motivate his class- 
mates to become more involved. 
Another Senator, Glenn Baron, 
spoke out and she believes that com- 
munication with your class it very 
important and should be of utmost 
importance to the leaders of a class. 
Overall, the Senators fell that a lot 
of people are involved, but once you 
make a commitment your obligated to 
make to the meetings. 
The final discussion of the im- 
peachment of Mauldin came down to 
the fact that the only thing SGA can 
do as stated by the constitution is to 
vote to remove him from him his vot- 
ing privileges, but allow him to re- 
main Class President. 
SGA voted to let him keep his seat 
on the Senate, reasoning that mere 
was a great deal of miscommunica- 
tion in the entire process. 
However, the SGA Constitution 
states in Article VII. Section 1 
thaC'any member of the SGA may be 
removed from their position if "one 
fifteenth (1/15) of the student body 
petition the Student Senate for a recall 
election, or a majority of the Student 
Senate vote for a recall election; and 
two-thirds (2/3) of the student body 
vote in favor of removing the mem- 
ber." 
SGA Senate Chair and Vice Presi- 
dent John Boroweic stated that if 
Mauldin missed another meeting, his 
personal feelings were that Mauldin's 
record was completely clean and dial 
all tallies of absences would begin 
fresh, ignoring all of Mauldin's ear- 
lier absences. 
ARC fountain stirs controversy 
By Debbie Wilson 
Rotunda Staff 
One o! the last of t he cam- 
pus beautiflcation projects is the cre- 
ation ol a fountain in front of the 
Academic  Residence ('oinmunitv 
(ARC) 
I Ins fountain, designed along with 
the residence ball,  is cross-shaped 
and will be filled with fell spraying 
water up to varying levels 
Vcording to the Vice President of 
Business Affairs' office, this latest 
project is estimated to cost $200,000. 
The binding will include the lights, 
ihrubbery, and landscaping as well as 
the fountain itself, This new fountain 
is comparable t o the one in front of 
the dining hall, which also cost 
$200,000. 
Many people, including faculty, 
staff, and students, have voiced their 
complaints about spending so much 
money on another campus heautitica- 
iion project, when it could be put to 
use tor academics and salaries, among 
other things. 
I >ne student, a resident of ARC. 
started a petition to halt die construc- 
tion of ihc fountain, He liked the 
aesthetic aspect of it. but had a list of 
alternative uses for the money, such as 
the renovation of French and South 
Tabb, and better desks in the class 
rooms 
But die money used to build the 
fountain came from a revenue bond 
fund, sold by the state and approved 
by the General Assembly, which was 
designated for bcautification projects 
only. In other words, it can't be used 
for any other purpose. 
The fountain is finished but won't 
be filled until the entire area includ- 
ing benches and landscaping, is com- 
plete. The completion date is set loi 
April 15th. 
'     ■??■??■ ^  1        | 
Be sure to keep the TV Listings for 
your use all week long! 
RECYCLE!! Page 4 & 5 
1 " ■  
Grain alcohol sales 
banned in Virginia 
RECYCLE!! Page6 
"All Strung Out" 
concert has potential 
"~i 
RECYCLE!! Page 3 
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Lankford fails to serve its 
purpose 
I ankford Student Union 
celebrated its 25th Birthday 
this week, and kicked of) the 
ceremony hy a nice "ribbon 
cutting" ceremony, a speech by 
Student Union Director Joan 
Mason and from President 
Dorrill.  The ceremony in- 
cluded music, a Imthday cake, 
dunks, give-away glasses and 
(yes!) even 25 year old issues 
ot the Rotunda thai Informed 
the i ongwood Community 
about Lankford's dedication 25 
yean ago. Some nice touches, 
a nice ceremony, and some all 
around good cheer. Congratu- 
lations! 
Bui lets not gel carried 
away!   There was one thing 
conspicuously missing from 
the entire program.  Students. 
You know, the folks lor whom 
this building exists!   Sure the 
speeches were nice, but the 
whole thing seemed like some 
type ol stall meeting at which 
the administration from 
kullnei somehow got lost and 
found their way to I .ankford 
loi a polite gathering, and to 
pal each other on the back. 
(Hy the way, there were no 
I.unity either). 
This ceremony is 
symptomatic of the way the 
Student Union serves the 
Student body. OK, we are not 
really In the business of admin- 
istering the Union, nor are we 
Student Union piofessionals. 
but even we can see that this 
neat building Ls really no! set- 
up to catei to student needs all 
throughout the year. Instead of 
a thriving hub of student 
activity, the Union is filled 
with huge "echo-chambers" 
that wait to be used for student 
programs occasionally. And 
one can only wonder what the 
building would do in terms of 
student traffic if the Post Office 
was in another building. 
In our opinion there is 
much thai can be done to make 
Lankford into a real "Student" 
Union, and we don't have to 
wait till the State pours in 
OOdles Of money lor a major 
remodeling project. 
I )<>n't get us wrong, we love 
our Lankford, but would love a 
Lankford Student Union even 
mure if: 
1. Administration would 
figure out a way to strike a 
balance between meeting room 
space, programming room and 
student living room space. Use 
innovative and flexible ap- 
pmaciies to maximize the 
building's potential. We cringe 
when we compare our paltry 
facilities to those at VCU, 
Tech., or U of R. Don'I give 
us excuses, just do It. 
2. Make space available 
for student organizations. Its 
pathetic to see our SGA 
crammed in an office no larger 
than a coat closet. Student 
organization offices create 
programmatic efficiency, and 
generate much needed activity. 
Don't give us excuses, just do 
it. 
3. Expand the Leadership 
Resource (enter (I.RC).... 
Advertise it more, leach folks 
how to use it's facilities, get 
more equipment such as 
scanners, computers, color 
printers, copiers, etc. Don't 
give us excuses, just do it. 
4. Expand student access 
to these facilities. Kxpand 
hours of access, let students 
use the space in the evenings, 
late nights, etc. Let student 
leaders use the I.RC after 
hours on occasion. Make it 
what was promised to 
students. Don't give us 
excuses, just do it. 
5. Continue to improve 
programmatic use of rooms 
with an expanded film and 
comedy series, regular 
dances, more lectures, etc... 
It amazes us that I ankford 
has to compete with other 
"echo-chambers" such as 
Wygal, etc., for use of space 
for lectures, etc. Don't give 
us excuses, just doit. 
6. Make Lankford a 
more civil place for all. 
Make it handicap accessible 
Improve the Information 
Desk's Services so they 
really have information that 
can be given out when 
students need it (Yes, even 
on the weekends during off- 
times such as Spring Break - 
remember Meningitis Week- 
end? Or the Blizzard of the 
Century Weekend?) Don't 
give us excuses, just do it. 
7. Have a professional 
staff person always at hand. 
How often do students come 
looking for a professional 
student affairs person or 
secretary, and find that they 
are all "gone to lunch" or the 
other side of campus, or 
merely absent! Don't give 
us excuses, just do it. 
I .ankford is a building with a 
great deal of potential, 
potential that is largely 
ignored at this point.   Let's 
give the student body what 
they both need and deserve 
— not excuses, but a build- 
ing that they can actually 
use. 
Point of View 
Student focus 
should be on more 
important issues 
By Chris Young 
Opinions Editor 
ELLEN GOODMAN 
Enough is enough! 
All these insults flying back and 
forth between greeks and non-greeks 
is a big waste of the students' efforts. 
I do not like what greek organizations 
stand for, but I also understand thai it 
is a person's choice to join. So no one 
has the right to ridicule anyone else 
for the choice that another person 
makes, good or bad. 
Anyway, I have a bigger problem 
that effects all students on this cam- 
pus. Safer sex has been discouraged 
by your parents. 
In the past, condoms were passed 
freely on campus by student health, 
but when the parents of the students 
heard of this news, they formed a 
group to stop this action. Their rea- 
soning was they felt that their tax 
dollars should not go toward provid- 
ing this service to their children. 
I am only guessing that they be- 
lieved that their "kids" were not doing 
anything like thai at our age, or I 
suppose they believed that by taking 
away the condoms they were taking 
away the chance for their "kids" to 
have sex. 
We must pull together, all of us. to 
petition to negate the parents of die 
past blind, poor, ignorant, foolish de- 
cision and try to make mis campus 
provide safer sex for the students. 
I know that the majority of persons 
having sex do not use any kind of 
contraception at all when having sex. 
One reason may be because students 
do not have money for these items, so 
they proceed without them. 
By providing the free condoms the 
students, they would not have to worry 
about purchasing them from the vend- 
ing machines or from the local stores. 
It ruins the moment if two people arc 
in the heal of passion and they have 
run to a machine or to a store. By the 
time one person gets back the other 
one could no longer be in the mood, 
someone may come to visit or if one's 
encounter happens to be at night, the 
other person could have fallen asleep. 
If they are passed out for free a 
student may pick them up any time, 
not just when the student has money. 
Now you can get condoms from 
your R.A.'s, but once again money 
rains over all. The condoms passed 
out to all the students arc among the 
worst condoms to use. According to 
ihe information given to Peer Helpers, 
the condoms being passed out arc right 
down at Ihe bottom next to the worst 
kind: Trojans. 
The top three arc: Gold Coin, then 
Lifestyles Extra Strength Lubricated, 
and Saxon (the ones passed out in the 
paper last semester). Lubricated 
condoms are better than non-lubri- 
cated ones, but these are the overall 
best. 
Everyone needs to pressure the 
campus to pressure thestate govern- 
ment and the financial supporters of 
the college to redirect funds toward 
purchasing the best condoms for the 
students of this campus. 
Look — everyone knows mat 
people are not going to stop having 
sex. The rapid spread of AIDs shows 
thai to be true, especially when it 
comes to the most sexually active age 
group. Al least we could set an ex- 
ample for everyone to follow, includ- 
ing the parents who caused this disas- 
ter in the first place. 
One last point before I leave. 
If everyone is worriedabout the spread 
of AIDs and the government is push- 
ing for higher education then why 
have they not directed their time and 
our money toward these efforts al- 
ready? 
I lie IBM king p.nt is that so few 
ix-oplc were actually surprised When 
they heard thai Michael Griffin, 
(In-sseil HI his Sunday best, armed 
with a . <s eaUbei revolver, had gone 
down to the clinic and shoi IH I >a\ id 
(liimi in the back, it was as it Ihe othei 
IBM had dropped 
It was me\ liable, Mid a pm choice 
leads who haard about the murder, it 
wai nisi .i in.iitei oi dine, laid .i doc- 
la legist.IUM in Florida I'msurpriand 
ii didn't happen before, echoed a col 
league 
Had we all been wailing betide the 
escalator, watching the violence rite, 
unable to stop It? Pint came the 
shouting .it ihe clinic door, then iirc 
harassment I he assaults on i llentl 
With picked and tlk'ii pickled Ictuses 
The telephone calli from men taking 
down license plates in the parking 
i"is  rnecounsetoi who foundhei cat 
du.ipil.ilcd 
iinn die de.uh thread    [he 
talkingi rheflrebombingsui fexaa 
[he foul smelling .nut sprayed into 
clinics in Calif amis Ihe shotgun thai 
wounded two in ■?dink In Missouri 
And finally     welt, ot course, what 
else did you expect? iiuinlei in 
I loud.i 
Ihe nglii lo life movement wai 
iurd) no more to blame fa the death 
oi Di Qunn ih.in Muslims were fa 
die bombing u ihe World (redeCen- 
tal    But it was no less lo blame than 
IIK1 person who pin Di Qonn's face 
and addnu and frVifhfflw nuenbei on 
a most wanted poster No less u> 
blame than Randall lens oi Open 
tion Rescue who hid mid .< tally thai 
"we've found the weak link is ilk' 
doctot   We're going lo expose them 
We're going to humiliate them" 
Anyone who wants to check the 
fertile soil which fanaticism grows 
has only to hsien to the leaders' re- 
sponses to ihe assassination of the 47- 
ycar-old doctor and lather of two: 
"While (lonn'tdeath is unfortunate," 
said Don freshman of Rescue 
America, "it's also true thai quite a 
number ol babies' lives willbe saved " 
While it is wrong to kill, said 
Randall ferry, "we have lo recognize 
tliat this doctor was a mass murderer." 
"Praise (tod," said ■?protettoi al i 
chine in Melbourne, Fla  "one of the 
tbaby) killers is dead'" 
In the days ahead, we will prob- 
ably lean about Michael Grillm - 
private demons But will we barn 
how he wasencouraged by those who 
made demons ol doctors like David 
Qunn' 
If abortion is murder, alter all. (hen 
Ihe moral arithmetic taught by this 
rhetoric would seem to |uttif) trilling 
one hie to lave huiklieds    1 he Jl- 
yew old with the "dixi is pro life" 
bumper itickei on bis car, ihe zealot 
who prayed aloikl in church thai I >i 
(iuniiwonldK'liiiiilolesiis.ludi'wiv 
reason to regard nil ad as justifiable 
homicide 
Rescue America, li ibouldbe noted, 
haeietupifund Notfn ibefamil) ot 
the doctor, but fa the Iannis ol the 
killer    I nave Often IhOUgbl thai the 
word "terrorism" is mad loooften and 
loo llghti) 111 oui count!\ ndeecribi 
ever) eon c4 violence Vtoience is 
often random lenousm is deliber- 
ate Vtoience U personal rarroriint 
is also political 
llus tune, however, die WOfd tei 
porism, it anything, loo mild. With i 
aolce pretldeni In the While 
i lane, some and abortion groups have 
ratcheted up violence. The action has 
shifted from making abortion illegal 
lo making it impossible. The goal 
now is leave women with the right to 
abortion but no access to that right 
The escalation from mayhem lo now 
murder is an attempt to rule by fear 
rather than by law. to win by intimida- 
tion rather than persuasion. The at- 
tack on one clinic is meant to terrorize 
the others. Ihe murder of one doctor 
is also meant to scare Ihe rest out of 
business 
The passage ol the congressional 
bill —- The freedom ol Access io 
Clinic I nuances Act — would make 
ihe blockading ol abortion climes a 
federal crime, li would draw the line 
between one person's freedom of 
speech and another's freedom of 
choice. 
But there is uJU more to be done 
During the Reagan and Bush years. 
radical pro-lift groups like Operation 
Rescue and Rescue America were 
handled with kid gloves    lhc> weie 
tolerated, treated like honorable pro- 
icsiors engaged in | civil rights argu- 
ment over one ol the deep moral ques- 
tions ot on 
Now the law. the I Bl. the new 
attorney general from Florida, must 
begin dealing with them as domestic 
riM renorild as deadly as the 
groups thai spawned the men who 
parked their rented van under i Man- 
baosn ikyscrapei I ultimas fanatic 
as the people holed up m a Waco 
compound 
Mich.tcl (iiitiiiuaiinoi |ust become 
the next, logical, step< ntheeecalaioi 
of violence   He HUM be Hit last step 
hingtonP Grata? 
■n lilolv 
Cf] -n€St*****an *v>i«,v 
I 
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T-A-*-E-S... 
The Rotunda will begin 
accepting applications 
for 93-94 Editor In Chief 
on Monday, March 22. 
All interested students are 
invited to apply. 
Applications will be available at the Lankford 
Student Union Information Desk, 
the information tables in Ruffner, 
and the Rotunda office. 
The 
Rotunda 
Longwood College 
Box 2901 
Farmville, VA 
23909 
Founding Editor, 1920 
Helen Skillman 
Editor in Chief 
Erin C. McCay 
General Manager 
Bradley L. Owen 
Layout Editor 
Cindy Cole 
News Editor 
James J. Sojka 
Copy Editor 
Jennie Fennell 
Features Editor 
Opinion Editor 
Chris Young 
Sports Editor 
Brendan McEvoy 
Head Photographers 
Janet Batta 
Judi Weller 
Advisor 
Professor V/.C. Woods 
Editorial Policy 
The deadline for articles 
is 5:00 p.m. Friday prior to 
the Wednesday publication 
date. Materials to be sub- 
mitted for consideration 
should be placed in the en- 
velopes inside the publica- 
tion office's door in Lank- 
ford or mailed. Letters, per- 
sonals, etc. are due on the 
office doorby 2:00p.m. Sun- 
day before the Tuesday pub- 
lication date. All materials 
submitted become the prop- 
erty of the Rotunda. 
The Rotunda reserves the 
right to edit all materials sub- 
mitted for publication. 
The Rotunda is an Asso- 
ciated Collegiate Press and 
Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association award-winning 
member newspaper. Ques- 
tions or comments should be 
directed to our main office at 
(804) 395-2120 or faxed to 
(804) 395-2237. 
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Archeology students 
master prehistoric art 
By Janet Batta 
Rotunda Staff 
During an archaeological dig 
last summer, Rich Bell and Scott 
Harris went deeper into the field of 
Archeology and not only exca- 
vated artifacts from the dig but 
ventured into a small part of the 
field called Experimental Arche- 
ology, which involves the manu- 
facturing of stone tools in the style 
of the Indians. 
Every summer for the past four- 
teen years, the Longwood Field 
School in Archeology dig located 
on the Appomattox River. 
Artifacts dating back 6,000 to 
500 years of age have been disco v- 
Rock Stars 
ered on these excavations. 
During the field trip, the two 
students decided to pursue their 
curiosity and actually attempt cre- 
ating prehistoric Indan stone tools. 
Rich Bell had been thinking 
and reading up on the project for 
about two years, and this trip over 
the summer gave him an opportu- 
nity and the time to follow up on 
his ideas. 
Whenever Scott and Rich had 
free time or an opportunity to get 
away from thcirdigging they prac- 
ticed their stome tool making. 
The students did not use any 
llioto by Janet Batta 
Rich Bell and Scott Harris are growing expert at the making of 
prehistoric stone tools 
type of modern tool. All of the 
projectile points they make were 
chipped away from the raw mate- 
rial and sharpened and shaped from 
the points of deer antlers. 
They used the base of the ant- 
ler for a hammer to chip the pieces 
away along with various size rocks. 
There were may different types 
of rock they used to create the 
points. The most readily available 
material in this area is quartz, but 
the most commonly used materi- 
als among Indans was flint and 
obsidian rock. 
Rick and Scott use all of these 
materials. It takes approximately 
fifteen minutes to an hour to com- 
plete one projectile point depend- 
ing on the material used. 
Scott Harris would like to con- 
tinue to improve his technique in 
experimental archeology after 
graduation and Rich Bell plans on 
going to graduate school and 
wishes to focusing on prehistoric 
technology. 
Rich explained that he believed 
modern archeologists are no longer 
focusing on the artifacts alone but 
what went into the making of the 
piece and how the Indian was 
thinking at that time. 
I )r. James Jordon, Director of 
the Archeological Held School, is 
very supportive of the students 
wishes to experiment with tool 
manufacturing. He occasionally 
allowed the students to slip away 
from their daily digging and prac- 
tice with their tool replications. 
DISPATCH    FROM MAGAZINE 
l-HI By trie Way. 
SPY Is Like The New Yorker on PsMocytrin 
They II stone you when you're reading their revit w Pop iulturists seem to K u pains 
lays to describe things vividly, accessibly and quickly, and theii recurring 
solution suggests thai everybod) indeed must get stoned 
AT THE MOVIES "Some  cM   [the   novel 
ropbobis] is downright disgusting, 
like   Ghostbusters' on it\i  "—AssociauJ 
Press. September IX,  1992 ♦?•[The movit 
Complex World] is a link- like "The Com- 
mitments' on acid "—The Boston Globe, 
February 28   1992 
IT'S A SMALL WORLO "Kinds like Disney- 
land on acid—and I'm the E ticket.*— 
Cher on her stage show, in Newsweek, 
September 4. 198') ♦?"A young Chicago 
man [plans to build] a $1S0 million 
entertainment complex that would be 
like Disneyland on acid Chicago Tri- 
bune. October 3. 1988 
BUT WHAT IF, LIKE, YOU'VE HAD 
SOME REALLY BAD TRIPS ON ACID? 
"Camille Faglia, who is beginning to 
sound like Ayn Rand on mushrooms.."— 
The New Republic, October 28.  1991 
"RICKY, WAAHHH. I'M IN THE SKY 
WITH DIAMONOS!" R/WM'S] Rebecca is 
voit ot like Lucy on acid " Kin tie Alley, in 
USA Today. Nwmbtr8, 1990 
2-D OR NOT 2-0 "The caROOO scries [Ren 
..•»;/•! |, described .is Rocky & Bullwinkle 
on bad acid       — Variety, JUH 13, 1992 
♦?"[Cartoonist Steve Phillips created] 
Where's Melinda-'.' a PMS plagued 
character  sort ot like Cathy on acid '"— 
\ I' June'). 1992 
HAS EVERYBODY BEEN TURNE0 ON TO THIS 
RHETORICAL DEVICE AT THIS POINT? 
There [in the vice presidential debates] 
was the fox terrier Dan Quayle, also 
over-programmed and over-rehearsed 
with quips and japes, like Bob Hope on 
acid."—syndicated columnist Liz Smith, Oc- 
tober 16, 1992% 
Many people do not get in- 
volved in the replication of atone 
tools because of the lack of raw 
materials. And this hobby isn't as 
safe as it sounds. The process of 
chipping away at the material cre- 
ates small splinters of rock which 
can easily get caught under the 
skin and the     e. 
But this activity is not without 
its rewards. As those in the prehis- 
toric stone-tool business often say, 
few things are permanent, but stone 
tools last forever. 
Our Town a triumph 
Smith, Himmelman, Kahn Promise 
Electric Performance in Acoustic Show 
By Jennie Fennell and Erin 
McCay 
Rotunda Staff 
Peter Himmelman is an underrated, 
very talented guitar player and singer/ 
songwriter. His recent Flown This 
Acid World captures his imaginative, 
moving style. 
This release is more powerful and 
electric than his previous recordings. 
Himmelman is joined by three musi- 
cians with whom he has played since 
his youth in Minnesota: Jeff Victor 
(keyboards, vocals), Al Wolovitch 
(bass), and Andy Kamman (drums). 
Ic.nl guitarist Greg Herzenach and 
backing vocalist Kristin Mooney are 
also included on Flown This Acid 
World. 
Peter characterizes his shows as 
being "very interactive, always trying 
to break down the barrier between 
performer and audience. When you 
allow yourself to be spoken to by an 
audience member, when you make 
yourself available—no matter what 
size crowd then you can create some 
kind of dialogue, then things happen 
spontaneously. And I always take 
requests." 
Himmelman has also written and 
recorded music for Touchstone 
Picture's Crossing the Bridge. 
Emotional in tone and superior in 
quality, Peter Himmelman's music is 
genuinely 
intriguing. 
An earlier release of Himmelman's, 
From Strength to Strength, is as evoca- 
tive as his latest effort. Especially 
fDOd are "1 .ove of Midnight" and " Ibis 
Too Will PASS." All in all, Himmelman 
is an artist whose time will come, and 
not soon enough for us. 
Darden Smith, hailing from Aus- 
tin, Texas, is a promising acoustic 
artist whose style is catchy and sonic 
what mystical. He initially began as a 
country singer, but his style has 
metamorphosized into having ■?Kick 
edge. 
On the 1991 Columbia Release 
Trouble No More, Smith sings "I 
spent most of my life trying to wear 
another man's clothes / I he collar's 
ttx> tight, and the shoes they hurt my 
soul" in his song "Fall Apart at the 
Seams." 
Brenda Kahn, from   Broeiklyn. 
New York,   is an aspiring acoustk 
LOOKING FOR COLLEGE 
INFORMATION ON HOW 
WE CAN HELP YOU FIND 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID 
We've helped THOUSANDS of students find financial aid sources they 
kwere qualified for but did not know about. We can help YOU find YOUR 
share of the BILLIONS OF DOLLARS in private sector funding 
represented in our specialized databank of over 180,000 listings! 
EVERY 
Student Is 
Eligible For 
Some Type of 
Financial Aid 
Regardless 
of Crades 
or Family 
Income!   - 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR: 
hildren of Veterans ■?Newspaper Carriers - Former 
re Pharmacists ■?Non-Smokers ■?Cheerleaders ■?Stud 
ian Descent - Future Teachers   Second-Gen 
dents - Ohio Natives • Grocery Clerks • Langi/ 
ildren of Railroad Employees    Michigan Natrv 
eers • Future Computer Programmers Former Boy Scb 
r a 
Call TOLL-FREE 24 hours for a FREE Brochure 
812 
guitarist who has a truly inspirational 
style Sarcastic, dark, silly, and spunky 
all describe Kahn's style as a musi- 
cian 
Brenda s songs lake us on road 
trips to 24-hour Dunk in Donuts and 
Motel 6's. Her voice is sweet at times, 
rough and raw at others Herdisiine 
live style is clearly her own, hut she 
has been compared to the Velvet I In- 
derground, Joni Mitchell, and the 
Violent I-'emmes. It is uuc—allthc.se 
hands do come to mind while listen 
ing to her ling, but HICK arc DO rip 
oils involved. 
Kahn is an extraordinary 
songwriter who has been called both 
punk and folk, although she denies the 
latter 
One oi K.din's most proaihwtt 
inleresis is women's issues, and she- 
lakes | most practical si. m> <■?I nine 
insi say right now that I'm Dot (Hi a 
diet, and I don'I intend lo he . I iry 
10 maintain the lemininc side ol mc 
and my music v. itlu >ui being l« ii inf c ii 
b;ni I Ice ided in accept who I was, 
you have t<> g0 pretty deep 10 I 
ih( ise things about yourself BSD woman 
in this society " 
I .nicer ['inductions and Sony 
MUSK present Pet* Himmelman 
D Smith, and Hicnd.i K.ilm lo 
mghl in the ('online in wealth ll.illioom 
lollowing the perfoiin.line ol 
comedian Billy Martin Admission is 
"I  tins is a show  not I" be 
)! 111 inicif it. in Kahn and Smith 
are ill uetn n their own 
rights   together they are something 
not |0 he mis' 
By Gray l.ipford 
Rotunda Staff 
Our Town, hy Thornton Wilder, 
was produced by the l.ongwood Play- 
ers and put on l-ebruary 23-26 in 
I,n in.HI Iheatre. It is die story of a 
small, turn of the century, New En- 
gland town and the people who lived 
there. This pnxluction is bursting 
with life and energy. 
When the story begins, n is 1<X)1 
and, with the help of the "Stage Man- 
ager" played by John-Carl Wieas, nan 
play centers in on the lives of two 
families, the (iibbs and the Webbs, 
particularly (ieorge (iibbs and l-jnily 
Webb 
'Ihe play kxiks at their daily life In 
Act I. the love and marriage of (ieorge 
and IJnily in Act II, and expresses a 
celebration of life through death in the 
final act. A rather long play, it lasted 
two and a half hours including two 10 
minute intermissions The length of 
the play, however, is lorgotten when 
viewing 'ins production 
I Jndcr the trained direction of Me 
hssa Johnston, this play takes wing 
and breathes lile into the people por- 
I    Not enough can he said m 
praise ol the acting ot   Wiesc as Hie 
"StageManager,*1 i< < hufcandAnnc 
McMorrow as the "Webbs," Cindy 
( allalian and Joe Servus BJ the 
"(iibbs." Anthony loley as'(Ieorge," 
and Diana Duncan as "Kmily " 
"Simon Stimson," the congicga- 
tional choir director and a problem 
drinker was very well played hy 
Jonathon Church, who was truly out- 
standing. 
An interesting effect was the use 
of a raked stage built for this perfor 
mance Also, the use ol the aisles and 
the area in front of die stage made toi 
interesting pictures. The lighting as 
well did much lo convey mood 
The extensive miming retiiiucd 
by this play was fairly well done, 
though a bit too rhythmical. It would 
have been nice to have had more sound 
effect! to accompany the mime, as 
well. 
The New England accents and 
slow speech by the actots was a nice 
touch and made the play easy to licai 
and understand Ihe iransiiioiis be 
iv.ecn scenes were well done but the 
dialogue was difficult lo undeisiand 
when BCton bilked at die same nine 
I ven the casting was done well, 
with families which looked alike 
enough to make one believe they were 
related 
Our Town as produced line is tin 
best rendition of lliornlon Wilde i- 
Classic that this reviewer has expen 
enced 
College Financial Planning Service 
toMarth S Administration   MSS Commercial Avanua   Northbrook. II M062 Itioto by Judith Wcllcr 
PERSONALS 
old yearbooks are beinj sold I<M S^ 
Variom yi 1933- 
Conl;Kl|-|ic Viryiriian ;ii Box 
2906 
REWARD "I I IK! I)    I (Ml Keys; 
three [oined keyrings will) about Is 
i <t small Mat k bottle opener. 
II louiMlpI' it 2120. 
SAFE SEX T-SHIRTS AVAIL- 
ABLE!   CALL 3777. 
TELEVISION The Kolunda March 17. I'Wt 
IF ONLY 
THEY CAME 
WITH 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
American 
Red Cross 
The Koiunil.i  March 17. I')<H 
TELEVISION Pap 5 
SUNDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN On the Menu 
3    WTBS Happy Daye 
4    ESPN SporttWeekty 
5    HBO (9:00) Movie:   Beastmaster 2 
6    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
Sunday Mom. | Larry Jones 
I    WRIC 
Utitouchablee [in Stereo) 9 
(900) 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   OISN 
11   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOfl 
26   AlE 
27   LIFE 
28   TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
10:00 10:30 
Newsmsxer 
11:00 11:30 
Coaches iWeekmNBA 
Movie: ••• 
12:00 
Newadayq 
12:30 
Science-Tech. 
Opfiton Petticoat (1959 Comedyi Cary Grant Tony Curbs 
1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 
WeekmRevww [Moneywaet    |Earti Matters 
3:00 3:30 4:00 
World Report 
4:30 
High Anxiety 
Long Ago, Far |Vi. Currents 
StarSearch (In Stereo) 
Larry Jonet     |Outdoorsmen 
Robert Schuaer 
RtpOrtft 
Inviaibt* Mm 
Baptist 
SpOftKWIttf 
*««W  Father Goose (1965. Comedy) Cary Grant Lease Caron 
Praeaaion Baeebel Minnesota Twins vs Pittsburgh Pirates (Uv«) 
Movie:**   TheCarmonballRun (1981) PG    |Academy        [Movie: *«W  Just One ol the Guys [198S)Joyce Hysor q 
Jetl Jones 
WWF Superstars 
Fust Baptist Church 
Mows: «««   The Om-tw-m Gang (1969) 
MARCH 21. 1993 
5:00 530 
EertyPome 
Tom A Jerry 
IPOA GoH Standard Register Ping Final rounfl from Pnoenn 
Lite Stones     [Movie: 
Coiege Baekotbal NCAA Toumament Second Round Game 
Andy GrtfMh    I Andy QrMMi 
Capitol News  |To Be Announced 
TNt Week With David BnWdey 
I Club Connect 
Lrteatyles ol Rich I Famous 
Litsstyles of Rich A Famoua 
Victory Hour 
Wort Woman  [Thw Week With David BrtnMoyl Miracle Blade 
Movie: *«v?  The Shadow Riders (1982) Tom Setieck 
Street Justice Cross Fire (R) 
AndyOfttWh 
This Richmond 
AndyGrttath 
m the Mii: 
HeaMi Today 
Coiege Beiketbol NCAA Tournament Seconfl Round Game (Live) 9 
AnfrOrMMi    |Andy QrHsth    |AndyOneWi    |Andy Qnth 
i: seh  Almost an Anget (1990) PG 
Auto Racing: indyCar - Gold Coast Grana Pn» q 
Lawrence We* Show 
Movie: eel Something Wicked This Way Comes |1983| 
McLaughlin     [One on One 
Andy Gmstth 
Captaw Planet 
Si PGA GOH 
Mr. Been (R) q 
College Basaotbat NCAA Tourn Second Rd 
AndyQrHHh    [AndyOrtlWi    [Andy OrtMti 
Tennis ATP Upton Championships ■?Men s Fmal [Livel q 
Tony Brown    | Money [Editors 
Movie: «»'■:   Tough Guys (1986 Comedy) Bun Lancaster       [American Sports Awards 
Movie: ««« ice Cold m Alex (1958. Dramai John MHis Sylvia Svms. Anthony Quayie 
NBA Btsketbol San Antonio Spurs at New York Knicks (Live) q 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine q | Health Today  [ Paid Program" 
Movie: «««V;  Escape From Fort Bravo (1953) William HoMen 
(9 35) Movie:   The Empire Stnkes Back (1980) | Movie: «««v>   The Detent Ones (1958. Drama) Tony Curtis g 
For Our Children: The Concert (R) g 
Top 20 Video Countdown 
Doug 
Winners 
map. Gadget 
Worship 
Rugrsts 
NHRA Today 
Pnnce Valiant 
Worship 
(7 00) Cartoon Express 
Lip Service |R| 
Ren A Stxnpy 
Inside-Racing 
Am. Baby 
Presbyterian 
Chillin'-Wiei 
Salute Shorts 
Raceday 
Healthy Kids 
Discovery 
Steampipe AHey 
(9 00) Breakfast With the Arts 
IM Review |R) 
Hocntworiit 
Video Gospel 
Advisors 
Internal Medic 
Easy Does It 
Personal Diary 
Beakman's W. [Paid Program 
Kids Incorp 
Spring Break 
Clariaaa Eipl. 
In-Fiehermen 
Sand Fairy 
Spring Break 
Fn>$hm#n 
Spring Break (In Stereo) 
BM Dance Out 
Waltons   The Theft 
Second Baptist Church 
WWF Al-American wroslfcng 
Danger Bay: 
[Soflbal All-Star From Palm Spnngs. Can 
Auto Racing: IndyCar - Gold Coast Grand Pnx. q 
Movie: **'i   Chino (1973. Western) Charles Bronson 
Beauty and the Beast g        iHtohlender The lartea (R) 
PGA Golf Nestle invitational (Lrvel g 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Service Master of Fannvillc 
We clean carpet, furniture, 
auto interiors, student/ 
faculty rooms or houses. 
Call 392-6661! 
Tennis ATP Upton Championships - Men s Fmal {Uve) q 
"foray Afairs (1993) Joanne Woodward 
Adventures ot Buckeroo Baraai Across the &h Dimansion      |Movie- t'-i  Once Upon a Cnme |19921 PG    [Movie:  UeOcmeUar 0992) 
Zorro 
Wild Side Fifteen 
Primates me Almost Human 
Spring Break   |Soring Break~ Spring Break F.naie (in Stereo) 
Great Wonders of the World 
His Master's Ghost |R) Sara's Summer of the Swans 
Auto Racing NASCAR Grand National - MiHer 500 Classic (In Stereo Live) NHRAT 
Lite Goes On  Dueling Divas 
Worship: Cathoac Mast 
MecOyvsr Jack of Lies g 
Mowe: **«   Tammy and the Doctor (1963) Sandra Dee 
«3L 
Angela Worship [Expression     [Highway 
Movie: ««  Dnve Uta Ughlrwg" Q992) Sieven Bauer 
Movie: eeeVt '77ie Og Country (1958. Western) Gregory Peck Jean Simmons 
Movie: «»';   The Great Sioux Upnsing (1953) Movta: *Vi  In the Money (1958) Hunti Hail 
Cardiology 
Cholesterol 
For Black Men 
Collector's Showcase 
Jrnl of Med. 
Great Chefs 
Lead Story 
Va  IMMMl 
Physicians      Family 
Nature m dote-Up (R) 
Paid Program |Paid Program 
Internal Medic. iPhysidana 
Biography (Ri 
Boy Soldiers (R) 
Otympic Showcase RacquetbaH 
raid Program [Paid Program 
Radiology       [Cardiology 
Great Bears of Alaska (R; 
Paid Program  |P«*d Program 
Movie: *•• 
Movie: «««  Max Dugan Returns (1983) Jason Robards   PG 
Spring Break 
Can't on TV 
Inside-Racing 
Lip Service (Rl 
Arcade 
Winners (R) 
Lip Service iR] Up Service (Rl 
Wild Side 
Bassmasters    Hank Parker 
Fifteen 
Movie: «««   Tammy Ten Me True (1961) Sandra Dee 
Mormon ChoK 
Gossip1 Just Ten of Us 
It Is Written 
MyTwoPode 
Worship 
B Buddies 
Movie: 
Cheyenne Autumn (1964 Western) Richard Widmark. Carroll Baker 
«««   Rio Bravo (1959 Western) John Wayne. Dean Martin, Ricky Nelson 
Dentist Update Internal Medic. Disease Jml of Med 
Movie: »*W   Predators ol the Sea (1977) Travel-Advent. 
Paid Program  [Paid Program    Paid Program 
rhgh School Basketball West Virginia State Championshp TBA 
Paid Program 
Nordic Track 
Family Medical Prog. 
Mac 1 MuOey   Animals 
Paid Program   [Paid Program 
NPSL Soccer 
SUNDAY EVENING 
2    CNN World Today 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
WCW Main Event Wrestling 
Senior PGA Gorf 
S    HBO Mov*  • 
6    WTVR Coiege Basketball 
7    WRLH Star Trek Neil Gener 
6    WRIC 
S    WCVE Ghostwriter. 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR Catwalk   Downtown 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
19    N!CK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26    AAE 
27   LIFE 
28   TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
6:00 6:30 
Week in NBA 
7:00 7:30 
Business        [Sports Sunday 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews: 
Movie: ««   The White Buffalo (1977) Charles Bronson 
NCAA Town.: 64 to 16 
'i   Beastmaster 2 Through the Portal ol Time [1991) 
60 Minutes (In Stereo) g 
ABC News 
Ghostwriter 
Parker Lewis 
Home Videos 
Shaky Ground 
Am. Funniest 
Austin City Limits (In Slereo) 
Movie: »'■}  Where the Heart is (1990) Oabney Coieman 
News NBC NCWS 
ABC News 
Parker Lawn    Shaky Ground 
I Witness Video (In Stereo) □?
Home Videos    Am. Funniest 
Bugs Bunny > Pals 
(505) MM c m MM 
Avontea (in Stereo) q 
Spring Break 
Double Dare 
Remodeling 
Big Bro. Jake   That's My Dog 
ChaKn'-Wiez 
Guts 
Mechanic 
Sacred Soul (Rl 
Beyond Hitchhiker 
Richard Bey's Wild West 
Real West (R) 
MtxJrcii Proy    M*d>cil Prog 
Wmgt(R) 
Paid Program  [Paid Program 
NPSL Soccer 
9:00 9:30 
Week in Review (R) 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
Coutteau's Rediscovery ol the World    The Blue Danube  :, 
Boslng From Atlantic City. N J (Live) 
Movie: ««« "Mew JackCity (1991. Drama) R |Acedtmy 
Murder. She Wrote I In Stereo) 
In Living Color |Roc (In Stereo) 
Day One g 
Be Careful Out There g 
Street Justice Cross Fire (R) 
A. Perot: Ref. 
In Living Color Roc (in Stereo) Married... With |Herman Head 
Drag Raong: NHRA 
11:00 11:30 
Sports Tonight j Business 
Network Earth  Lon Davis Hair 
Sport sc enter 
Movie:   Conflict ol Interest (1993. Drama) R 
Movie:   Without a Kiss Goodbye (1993) Lisa Hartman Black, q 
Married... With [Herman Head | Flying Band g |Edge (R) g 
Family Pictures [1993 Drama) An/elica Huston q 
MARCH 2 V 1993 
12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 
World Report Final EdWon 
Making Grade ] Tomorrow       , Beauty Break. [Deel-A-Mel 
Auto Racing ARCA Stock Car Series 
Movie: »*''?  I Come m Peace (1990) R Without 
Married... With Married... Wilh Current Affair Eitra 
Arsemo Hal (R) im Stereo) t 
News 
Ekiabeth R: A Year m the Life of the Quean g 
Gift of Love News'.; Instant Replay [Know Bull-Phil And the Winner Is.l 
WOT y 
Ebony Jet 
American Gladiators 
Trinity Baptist Church |Whoopi Goldberg (In Stereo) 
(Off An) 
[ Apollo Comedy How |R) |Who's Boat? 
Movta: *«ta "ftrd on a Wire (1990. Adventure) Mei Gibson (In Stereo) q 
Flying Bandq Edge(R)q     IWhoopi Goldbergiin Stereo) 
News 
Diy One g [Movta: 'Family Pictures  (1993 Drama) An|elica Huston g 
inside Edition 
[Movie: ««   Nobody s Perfect [1990 Comedy) 
It's Showtime et the Apollo tR| [Kung Fu: The Legend Com. 
Design W 
NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Los Angeles Lakers (Live) 
Movie: ««««   The Empire Stnkes Back [19801 Mark Harms q |Movie: ««« 'Misery (1990. Suspense) James Caan R |Jan Canty     [Movie: «*  Shattered (1991) Tom Berenger g[Movie: ««« ■Homicide' (1991 3 
Entertainment Torvght: 
Movie: ««   Dirtv Little Billy H97? Western) Michael J Pollard   Movta: ««Vi "Son olaGunhghter (1966) 
Sweating Bullets   R--awa. 
Sports | Family Ties g   Shopping 8pr 
Sports 
Movie: «»«  PoKyinna (1960. Drama) Hayiey Mills, Jane Wyman G q |Crotby, SMIs and Nash |Movie: *««  Farewell to Mamanar' (1976) Yuki Shimoda        |Mevte: «««  Max Dugan Returns (1983) PG 
Sports 
Looney Tunes 
Lip Service (R) Chillin'-Wtez 
Looney Tunes Nick News 
American Sports Cavalcade (in Stereoi 
Man. Mansion 
Human Factor 
Rin Tin Tin 
Songs 
MecGyver   Ma Daltor  g 
Simon A Simon 
RealWesI  Dodge dr,   iR. 
Physicians      | Milestone t 
Nature of Things 
Paid Program 
Soccer '94 
Paid Program 
Daytona Beach Rocks (In Stereo) 
F-Troop iMorkAMindy 
Raceday Fishm 
Dick Van Dyke 
Roland Martin 
Spring Break Finale (In Stereo) Sports 
A Hitchcock 
Bassmasters 
Lucy Show MT Moore 
Outdoors 
Atncan Skies   Black Stallion   Father Dowiing Mysteries In Touch 
Niture ol Things :, ; Common Sense Religion iLivei Worship 
Movie: ««^ "I'm Dangerous Tonight (1990) Madchen Amick Counterstnke   French Twist 
Gkma ! Gimme Break   Star Search (In Stereo) 
Year in Provence   Winter (Part 1 ot 4) 
Jrnl. of M#d 
WMkle Tales 
P«;d Progrsm 
Family 
Sanctuaries 
Cardiology      [internal Medic. 
Paid Program 
Miss Marple  Nemesis 
Great Bears of Alaska [P 
Bobby Jones Gospel (Rl 
iwWnmmg and Diving Big Easl Championsh 
= 
News a. Gorf Show 
Ob Gyn iFarmly 
Heart on the Une 
Video Gospel  [Personal Diary 
Oriolet Report To Be Announced 
Road Test 
BenHeden 
Worship 
Week m Rock 
Dragnet Superman 
Truck Power Truckin' USA 
J Ankerberg 
Church Chnst 
Silk Staltmgs   Social Call 
Paid Program  [Paid Program 
Bndetheed Revisited 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
WMMe Tales 
For Black Men  Lead Story 
Sanctuaries 
Bowling Duckpm 
120 Minutes (In Stereo) 
John Osteen    Larry Jones 
Donna Reed 
Winners (Rl 
Everyman 
HoHywd Inside 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Patty Duke      Fern. 2-Nioftt 
Out Way 
Paid Program  [Paid Program 
E«pk America 
Midpoint Sports in America 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Piid PvoynTi 
Year m Provsnce  Winter (R) (Part 1 of 4) 
Paid Program 
Paid Program |Paid Program   Paid Program |Pa*d Program 
Qrsat Bears of Alaska |R) 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
Heart on Bis Una (R) 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
Swimming and Diving Big Easl Championships (R) 
MONDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
6    WTVR 
6:00 6:30 
World Today 
3's Company 
Th'breds 
Andy Qriwth 
Up Close 
7:00 
Moo#yim# 
7:30 
Croatftre 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 
Movie: ««»   The Wackiest Ship ■n the Army (1961. Comedy)    Coutteau's Rediscovery of the World   The Blue Danube  q 
Larry King Live. World News 
Sporttcenter   [College Basketball National Invitation Tournament [Live) [College Basketball NAIA Championship (Live) 
11:00 
Sports Tonight Moneytne (R 
11:30 12:00 12:30 
Newsnighl Crossfire  ; 
Mows:**1';  Battle Ocus (1953. Drama) Humphrey Bogart 
Edward Scissorhands (1990) Johnny Depp q 
7    WRLH     Full House □?
:—^=—fc x- 
I    WRIC     iNewt 
9    WCVE     Elem French 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
Saved by Ban 
12   WWRT 
Ful House q 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
Bugs A Pals 
(5 25l Movta:  'Anrm Htl "PG 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26   AAE 
27 LIFE 
28 TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
CBS News 
Mama 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Partridge Fern 
Impressions 
NBC News 
ABC News 
Captain Planet 
Roaeanne g    |Ent Tonight 
Movta: ««'? Alteroum (1992. Drama) Laura Pern  R q 
Star Trek: Next Gener 
Evening Shade [Hearts Afire g |Murphy Brown [Love A War g 
Wheel-Fortune | Jeopardy! g 
Movie: »«   A Tigers Tale (1988. Drama) Ann-Maro/et 
FBI: Untold St. Am. Detective 
MecNeH Lehrer Newshour: 
Design W Jeffersons: 
Current Affa r 
Inside Edition 
Inside Edition 
Jetsons 
Travalt (R) q 
Murphy Brown 
Cheers: 
Ent. Tonight 
Bugs A Pala 
Jonathan Winters Spaced Out 
Movie: ••   Hertue Goes to Monte Carlo  (1977) Dean Jones 
MTV Jams (in Stereo) 
What You Do   |WHd-Craiy Kid 
(5 30) VideoPM [in Stereoi 
Life Goes On (In Stereoi q 
Robert Clary    [Trinity Playhee 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Show g | Who's Boss? 
Rockford Files q 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
Putt to Win 
Shop Til Drop 
Wildlife Chron 
Screen Scene 
Bullets Jam 
Beavis-Butl 
Looney Tunes 
Comikaze 
Bullwinkle 
Video Prime (In Stereo) 
Wattont   The Scholar 
1 in the Spirt | Headlines 
Quantum Leap (In Stereo) g 
Gimme Break   Gloria 
In Search Ol   [R 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Dangerous Years Eisenhower 
Tnple Threat 
BuHets Report 
I'm Back 
Movie: ««   Blind Vision (1991) NR 
Northern Exposure (In Stereoi 
Wild Weat (ParM of 10) q Arsemo Han (In Stereoi g 
Movie:  Family Pictures (1993, Drama) Anielica Huston q News 
Firing Line Special Debate: Women in the Military 
Movie: ««   The Great Escape II The Untold Story (1988) 
: *«h High Anxiety' (1977, Comedy) Mel Brooks 
Freeh Pnnce 
Wed West (Part1 ol 10) q 
Movie: ««   Kindergarten Cop (1990 Comedy) Arnold Schwarzenegger q 
FBI: Untold St. Am. Detective |Movie:   Family Pictures (1993 Drama) Anjakca Huston q 
Movie: ««« "Take the High Ground (1953) Richard Widmark 
Sportscenter 
Hardcore TV 
Auto Rscing 
MARCH 22. 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King Live (R) 
Great Escape n Untold Story 
Drag Racing: NHRA 
Sweating Bullets 
Movie: «««   The Mambo Kings (1992) Armand Assante R q 
Adventwes 
Nightkne g 
Dennis Wholey |Ofl Air) 
Studs 
Love Connect 
Whoopi 
Nighttalk 
Catwalk   Words and Mutx 
Highway to Heaven:; 
Paid Program   Who s Boas? 
Night Court B.ii: -as I gtnjua, IG aCOft 
Studs Cheers q        [Whoopi 
Movie: eeVi "Dark Mirror (1984, Suspense 
News 
Tonight Show (In Slereo) q 
Nt^ftnot [ Rush L. 
Gunemoke   The River Current Affa* 
David Letterman 
Hard Copy g 
Movie: ««*   Nevada Smith (1966) A young man sets out to avenge the murder of his parents 
Movie: »«   Scanners II The New Order (1991) David Hewlett    Movie: *«   Scanners ill The Takeover (19921 [Movie: «»   Maniac Cop 2 (1991) Robert Davi 
Avonkaa (In Slereo) q 
Classic MTV 
Get Smart 
Crook 
[Movie: ««««   Mutiny on the Bounty (1935) Clark Gable 
Pnme Tune With Duff (In Stereo 
Superman       [M.T. Moore Dick Van Dyke 
NashvUK Now Hank Williams Jr [In Stereo) 
Young Riders  Blood Moon  q BHty Graham Crusade 
Phme Time Playhouse 
Murder. She Wrote . 
Simon A Simon 
David L Wolper Presents 
L.A. Law 
Natural World (R) 
Sanford Comicvie. 
Sacred Songs. Sacred Spaces 
WWF: Monday Night Raw 
Bamaby Jones 
Sherlock Hointsa Mysteries 
Most Wanted (In Slereo) 
Dragnet A. Hitchcock 
Celebrities Offstage XVI 
700 Club 
Memorial Methodist Church 
Matni: 
News 
Lovejoy   Eric ol Arabia 
Movie: ««»  Monkey Shines (1968. Horror) Jason Beghe 
Glory ol Their Times (Ri [Portrait of a People 
Video Soul 
BobCoetaa 
Home Shopping Spree 
Movie: Dead Ringer (1964) 
Movie:   Lake Consequence 
Sinatra: A Man and Hit Music    Glona Estefan: Going Home (Rl (In Stereo) q   | King Filmed 
Beavis-Butl 
Lucy Show 
Comedy Hour  j Alternative Nation (in Stereo)     Dreambme (In Stereo) 
F-Troop 
Club Dance (R) (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs King 
SmgOut 
MecGyver   The Survivors  q 
Streets of San Francisco 
Evening at the hnprov |R) David L Wolper Presents 
Get Smart 
Miller A Co 
Dob* Gilks      Patty Duke       Donna Reed 
Nashville Now Hank Williams Jr (Rl (In Stereo) 
Bonania: The Lost Episodes 
Recovery Une 
HitchNker       |Rey Bradbury 
Bamaby Jones 
Thirtytornathing 
Natural World (R) 
Generations     I'm Back 
NBA Basketball Ne* jersey Nets at Washington Bullets (Uve) [Oholea Report |Bowtmg ABC Team Challenge. From Seattle 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Glory of Their Times Hi 
Midnight Love 
Rifleman 
Mormon Choir 
HoHywd IflaUdt 
Famey Feud     Joe Franklin 
rtw Pfoymi 
Song, 
Dog House (R) 
H...U.L   Unlenaa   Uuilanai 
•nvnocK noirnaw wyiiwin 
Mysteries       |Paid Program 
Portrait ot a People iR) 
Comicview (R) Screen Scene 
Buaeta Report [NBA Baaketbafc Nets at Bullets 
RESIDENT CAMP STAfT-Assil 
taut rfiftcior, business manager, RN. 
I   M I .I'ar.i malic, kiu hen Staff, mil 
counseion and leaden, program s(\ 
cialist, |XMI directa and lifeguard! 
needed; June 12 Angus) h rwo 
seasonal resident camps located neat 
Harrisonburgandl eesburg.Va Con- 
tact I'.miSmith.G» Nt ,2233Wis- 
consul Ave N W . Washington, ix' 
M001 us' 202 »37-4300oi 
J98 1 CM 
ADOPTION—We hope to share our 
love .ind many blessings With I bain 
oi young child, We are professionals, 
fmanciall) secureand anxious!) seek 
ing in adopt We have a large close 
Eamil) ix'ih sois ni grandparents and 
l) nieces and nephews to low and 
cherish youi child We will help sou 
any waj we legal!) can Please call 
colled   (804)739-5075 
ADOPTION: Give your baby a life 
tilled with love, laughter, and lulla- 
bies Happily married, financially 
secure couple hoping to adopt. Call 
leannie and Ken colled     B04 2f 
iwful expenses paid ) Sunny 
nunery.lovmg grandparents will wel- 
come baby home. 
ADOPTION: CARING STABI E 
SINGLE FEMAJ I SCHOOL 
[EACHER DESIRES IX) ADOPT 
CAUCASIAN B \»Y. 
1-INANCIAI.I.CUKb     CAN  PRO 
VIM  I OVTNG AND FUN FAM 
il V   CA1 I  COM EC1 ALLISON 
804-572-8403 OR WRITE PO. BOX 
15, M>r III BOSTON, VA 24592. 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT 
[aowhirmg students $300/$900wkl) 
Siiminer/liill linie   loin ( nudes. ( all 
Ship Sales, Deck Hands, Bartenders, 
Casino Dealers. I te.   World tr.nel 
Caribbean, yaska, Europe, Hawaii 
No Experience Necessary Call i 
602-680-0323 I xl 21. 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES J2(X) 
86 VW  $50 
87 MERCEDES      $100 
65 MUSTANG $50 
Choose from (lionsands siailiin 
FRKK Information 24 Hour llolline 
801-379-2929Copyright#VA025110 
$2(M) - $5(MI WEEKLY 
Assemble products at home   Easy! 
No selling, You're paid dired Fully 
(luaianleed FREE Inlotnialion 24 
Hour llolline 801-379-2900Copy- 
right #VA025150 
TUESDAY EVENING 
2    CNN World Today 
3    WTBS 3'S Company 
4    ESPN NBA Today 
S    HBO 
S    WTVR 
7     WRLH Fun House: 
•    WRIC 
»    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
It   SHOW 
17   NSN 
11   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25    WWOfl 
21   ASE 
27   UFE 
2S   TDC 
»   BET 
10   HTS 
6:00 6:30 
AndyGntWi 
Up Close 
7:00 
Moneyhne 
B Hillbillies 
Sportscenter 
7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
CroeefVe Pritnonowa g ;Larry Kino. Live:; 
Santord a Son |Movie: **"i  Sweet Hostage (1975 Drama) Martin Sheen 
10:00 10:30 
Wodd News 
11:00 11:30 
Sports Tonight |Moneytne |R) 
Movie: ***   Born innocent (1974. Drama) Linda Blair 
Praaaaton BaaabaH Si Louis Cardinals vs Toronto Blue Jays (Livei IBateba* Niotit | Muscle 
e**Vi "Absence ol Malice (1981) Paul Newman PG 
News 
Elem French 
Saved by Ben 
Full House  . 
Bugs * Pals 
CBS News Roseanne :.    [Ent Tonioht 
Mama SUr Trek: Neil Gener 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Partridoe Fam, 
Mama 
NBC News 
ABC News 
Captain Planet Jetsons 
Mowe:   Barbarians at the Gate (1993. Comedyl James Garner 
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) g 
Class of '96 (In Stereo) g 
Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy1: MHouaeg  | Mr. Cooper 
MacNeil Lehrer Newshour:; 
Design W 
Current Affair 
Inside Edition 
inside Ed'tion 
Jaftanons a. 
Murphy Brown 
Cnaarsg 
Ent. Tonk/it 
BugaSPala 
Movie: «V?   The New Adventures ol Pippi Longstocking (1988) 
Movie: ••   Slip Slide Adventures (1978) NR 
MTV Jama (in Stereo) Beavis Butt 
What You Do    WM-CraiyKid 
(5 301 VideoPM 
Lite Goes On (In Stereoi 
Canter Street    Chnstopher 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Show :j [Who's Boss? 
Rockford Files I 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
OoH Atlantic 
Shop 'TH Drop 
Wildlife Chron 
Looney Tunes 
Zorro 
Comikaze 
Bullw,nklf 
Video Phme (In Stereo) 
Waltons The Bicycle 
LHo Choices   ISptrtt 
Quantum Leap |in Stereo^ 
Gimme Break   Fish 
in Search Of... (R) 
Unsolved Mysteries 
CrtuenCerterlRi 
Screen Scene j Tnple Threat 
NBA Action      Outdoor Trails 
Comedy Ck* 
**   All-American Murder (19921 R 
Nova (R) r. 
Sworn to Vengeance (1993, Drama) Robert Conrad g 
Tnbeca  The Box g 
Roseanne g   | Jackie T. 
Wed Waal (Part 2 of 10) g 
Hometront (In Stereo) g 
Health Quarterly Choosing Death A Health Quarterly Forum 
Movie: ««   The Great Escape II The Untold Story (19 
Class of '96 (in Stereo) g       |Tnbeca  The Box g 
Movie: **  Back to the Streets ol San Francisco (1992) g 
Full House g  |Mr. Cooper     |Roeeanne g   |Jactue T. 
Wild Weat (Part 2 ol 10) g 
Dateline (in Stereo) g 
Homefront (In Slereo) g 
NBA Baakatbal San Antonio Spurs at Cleveland Cavaliers From the Coliseum |NBA 
News 
12:00 12:30 
NewanioM     jCroaaflrejR) 
MARCH 23, 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King Live -R 
Sportscenter 
Cousleau's Rediscovery of the World 
jSnowboarding 
* Blue Danube 
Pro Ski Tour 
Movie: «"   New Jack City (199 
Arsemo Hal (In Stereoi g 
Forever Knight (In Stereo) 
Adventures 
Matt fatal 
Studs 
News 
Ntjhlhof i 
Dennis Wholey (Off Air) 
Studs 
«*!L 
Love Connect   Street Justice |R) 
Herdcore TV :, 
Whoopi Highway to Heaven g 
Nighttalk | Paid Program | Who's loss? 
Kojak_ 
Chaarsg       [Whoopi 
Tonigrlt Show [In Stereoi: 
Rush L 
Movie: «»'i  Sweet Liberty' (1966) Alan AJoa 
Gunemoke  Bohannan 
David Letterman 
Movta: ««h   Day ot the Evil Gun (1968. Western) Glenn Ford     The Fastest Gun Akve (1956) 
Current Altar 
BobCottat 
Hard Copy ',    Home Shopping Spree 
Movie:*';  Concrete War (1991. Drama) R    |304*ln. Movie | Movie: ««« 'The Hand That Rocks the Cradle" (1991) R g     | Movta: ««   Lower Level 11991 Suspense) R  ["Hangtn With 
Walt Disney Presentt |Movie: «*« "77ie Comancheros (1961. Western) John Wayne 
Classic MTV 
Get Smart 
Prim* Time With Dufl (In Stereo) 
Superman 
Crook and Chase (in Stereo) 
Young Riders (In Stereoi g 
Campbaas     |ln Good Faith 
Murder, She Wrote:; 
Svnon • Sitnon 
M.T. Moore     |Dlck Van Dyke 
Moat Wanted (In Stereoi 
Dragnet 
Naahvlae Now (In Stereo) 
A Hitchcock 
Fattier Dowiing Mysteries        700 dub 
OnStage 
Man Alive : |Worship: First Baptist Church 
Boiing Louie Espmosa vs Jesse James Leip |L ■> 
Bamaby Jones 
Carmen 
L.A Law 
Terra X |R|       AC Clarte 
Sanford Comicview 
Movie. «»   Settle the Score (1989 Suspense) Jaclyn Smith 
Invention 
Video Soul (Ri 
j Machines        [Great Organ BaieeT 
Bon ng_ Collector's Showcase I Swing Trainer 
The Dav the Earth Stood Still (1951)   [Movie: »«» "The Chosen (1961. Drama) PG 
Besvis-Butt       .Comedy Hour 
Lucy Show      | F-Troop 
Pub Dance (R) (In Stereo i 
Scarecrow and Mrs. King 
Gospel Music |Ligr>aiiusic 
MecQyvar Deady Praams 
Streets of San Francieco 
Evening et the Improv (Ri 
Thirtyaametning 
Terra X (R) AC Clark* 
Comedy Club 
BuHett Jam     [SportsBeit 
Alternative Nation 11' stereoi    [Dreamtime (In Stereoi 
Get Smart        Dotue GHtis     I Patty Duke      iDormaReed 
Miller 6 Company (In Stereo)     Nashville Now (R| (In Stereo) 
Bonania: The Lost Episodes   IRitleman 
inside Stones 
Hitchhiker 
Bless Father     Joy of Music 
Paid Program 
Bamaby Jones 
Ray Bradbury   Boxing 
Family Feud 
Hjjhwe,^ 
Joe Franklin 
Carmen iR 
Unsolved Mysteries 
ittv#noon (H)     MtVChtntt 
Midnight Love 
Myitenet Psid Proo/arr 
Qrtit Organ Bi;ii<  R 
Comicview |R   Screen Scene 
CRUISE JOBS 
StudenU   Needed! 
Earn  $?,000«/month wurkuig fur ( mate 
Ships and Tour Companies   Holiday, 
haianarand lull iiim-enipkiyimiii 
.iv.ul.ihlr   Y\ir employmeni program IHII 
Cntllt Imyloymrnl Serviai 
(206) 634-0468 ext. C5338   
GREEKS & CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL 
•1000 
IN JUST ONE WEEKI 
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS! 
No obligation. No cost. 
And. FREE 
li. I < X) COOLER 
if you qualify Call 
1-800-9J2-052«, Kxl. 65 
jogaj - 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
7    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    H60 
6:00 6:30 
World Today 
3's Company 
Inside PGA 
AndyGnfWh 
Up Close 
7:00 
Monoytino 
B HUKMIies 
SportKenter 
7:30 8:00 8:30 
Crossfire 
Sanford I Son [Movie: «*« Are You m the House Alone7' (1978. Suspense) 
Pnmenews C3 
9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live g 
10:00 10:30 11:00 
World News | Sports Tonight 
11:30 12:00 
Moneyene IRI   Newswght 
Movie: «*•  Best ol me Best (1989) Eric Roberts  PG-13 g 
Collage Basketball: NIT Tournament - Quarterllnal 
Mavaa: a«v» Pont Go to Sleep n 982. Horror) Denms Weaver Couataaus Rediscovery ot the World   The Blue Danube : 
12:30 
Crossfire  Rl 
MARCH 24, 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King Live (R i 
I    WTVR     News CBS News 
7    WRLH 
!     WRIC 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
Fun House:, 
News 
Elem French 
11    WJPR 
Saved by Bell 
Ft* House:, 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
M   TNT 
1«   SHOW 
Bugs a Pals 
17   DISN 
II   MTV 
1*    NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOfl 
Mama 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Partridge Fam. 
Impressions 
nosaanna q   |Ent Tonight 
SUr Trek: Next Gener 
Wheel-Fortune | Jeopardy!:; 
MacNaa/Lahrer Newshour g 
Desyi W 
Current Affair 
NoC News 
ABC News 
Inside Edition 
[Coaaga Basketbat NIT Quarterfinal 
Movie: ««'?   Two Evil Eyes (1990) Adnenne Barbeau  R 
HoVd They Do Thar? q        in the Heal ot the Night q 
Beverly Hats, 90210 (In Slereo) In Stereo) q 
Wonder Years [Doogsa H.      |Home Imp      [Coach |R):, 
Crypt Totes    [Dream On :r 
U Hours "Al Night Long  q 
I Watt (Part 3 of 10) q 
Bassbal Nkjht [Sportacanter    Snowmobae Racing Indycer Prev 
Movie: "Aajmyrs ot an Invisible Man  (1992) qjMob Stones |R, 
Praam League 
"Pi,, 
D.W. Grttati: Father of Fam (In Stereo) q 
Jumper (In Stereoi q 
NBA Baakatbal Chicago Bulls at Phaadeiphia 76ers From the Spectrum (Live) 
Murphy Brown 
Cheers: 
Beverly Hiaa, 10210 (In Stereo) 
Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) 
inside Edition    Ent  TomgM       Wonder Years   Doogie M 
Captain Planet Joteons |Buga i Pala When the Lion Hoars: The MOM Story |R| (Part 1 of 3) 
Movie: •*'■!   Winter People (1989) Kurt Russek  PG-13 
Movie: •** lost m the Barrens (1990) 
MTV Jams (In Stereoi 
What You Do ^Wad-Crai) Kid 
15 30i VideoPM (In Stereoi 
Ufa Goes On  Triangles 
30 Good Mm    'Options-issues 
American Gladiators 
Beevie-Butt 
Looney Tunes 
EastarRaoort 
Mows ««»'i  The Fisher King (1991 Comedy-Drama) Robm Waaams R q 
Great Wonders of tha Wertd: Man s Creation    [Harry Conwck 
Cormkata Classic MTV 
Bullwinkle Get Smart 
Video Pnme (in Stereo) Crook and Chase (In Stereo) 
Waltone   The Town* 
Jesuit Journal [Prtaaa 
Quantum Leap (in Stereoi q 
M   ME 
Coeby Show g |Who's Boea?  IQanme Breek [Tampe. Rising 
Rockford Faaa (Part t of 2i q    In Search Of... |R 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
21   BET 
30   HTS 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
NPSL Soccer 
Shop Til Drop [Unsolved Mysteries 
WikJWe Chron [JFK His Life end Tunes 
Screen Scene [Triple Threat 
Collector's Showcase 
Desmonds 
Onotos Report 
Place (In Stereo) q 
Homicide: Life on fie Street:, 
Home Imp       |Coach(R)q 
Wad Watt iPart 3 ol 10) q 
Law SOrttar Conspiracy q 
Jumper  [In Stereoi q 
I Dangerous Curves Love Connect   Lifestyles ot Rich I Famous 
in Stereo) q       "studs [Whoopi |Ht|tw»eT M Maavaa q 
Adventurae 
faght Court 
Wghaaitq       Nighttalk ;Paid Program jWho's Boss? 
Whole, -Ott A.0 
The Talisman (R) 
Psych Friends | Whoopi 
Tonight Swow (m Stereo) q D#vtd Ltttonnan 
Concert for the Amencat R 
Tune With Duff i m Stereo) 
Supermen M T Moore     jDeca: Van Dyke 
Oung Padors (in Stereoi q 
mtMa Stones   Bless Father 
Murder, She Wrote q 
Simon I Simoa 
An Combat  WWII Europe 
L.A Law 
Santord iComtcview 
Current Affair 
BobCoetaa 
Home Shopping Spree 
Movie *»»»   j'tn     iH, 
Movie:   The People Under thi Stars '•(l99iiq"TMo»ia: « Emanuam. Oman ot the Quart  H \ Double T~~ 
RuehL. 
Movie: ••';   Mask Ol Mtrceaa   (1972| 
Gunemoke  Judgement 
Hard Copy: 
Movie »»««  Smgm m tha Ran (1952, Musical) Gene Ksty Dabbie Reynolds 
I Wanted (in Stereo) 
NaehvtTo Now (In Stereo) 
Dragnet A Hachcock 
On 
Father Oowkng 700 Club 
Mormon Choe | Songs Stage Door 
Movie: »»   Band Vengeance [1990 Drama) Ger*-: '■' ■?????MacGyvar   ^Wo Rocks 
Bamaby Jones 
Am. Juaace     [Ipaat (R) 
9_ 
Around the Work) m M Deys_ 
L«cy 
Movkr eee«  Anastasia M9M. Orama) mgnd Bergman AbeLmctn 
Comedy Hour 
FJroap 
Club Dance (R) (In Sksreo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs Kmg        'Bonania The Lot Episodes 
Homeland       [Joy of MutK 
Ji 
Ahametrve Nation [in Stareo)   [Dreamtime (in stereo) 
GelSmn        _DotMG*t       Patty CK*.        Donna Reed 
Mater * Company <m Stereo) u   ■?stereoi 
Campbaas 
MrtchNkf 
m Good Farm 
Ray Bradbury 
Streets of San Francieco Bamaby Jones 
Movie: »*  Face Value The Maria Hanson Story 199' 
Evening at the Improv (R)        [Air Combat WWII Europe 
"iirty something Unsotved Myetartat 
WingtlR) 
Video Saul [R| 
|Beyond 2000 iiKOvenes Underwater iR 
laaantaM 
Preseeson Basebal Baltimore Qnoies vs Cincinnati Rads IR| Soccer »4 
wrngtiRi 
Deemonda      [Midnight Love 
Eouakiar  Breakpoan 
FameyFeud 
Am Jueace 
JoeFrenklln 
!B__ 
Beyond 2000 
Comicvie. 
NBA Action "" iQnoiea Report Preeaaeen Baeabat Onokn vs Reds 
SKI 
SHUNGeMMAK   91 
IHTtRCOUMGIATT 
SKI VVIfKS 
MT. svrroN, 
CANADA 
(XM mtrtm am Urmm S«*rl 
OHLY 
$209 
Party In the Snort I 
5 Day UH Ticket 
5 Nights Lodging 
(Mount/nude Condo) 
5 Days krtercoltogtau 
AetMtttu 
Sponeore Include  f abaft • 
£ man. and Atoiaon 
legal t| eVaita laaJar 
u m Batiasita 
cjq±stuTnAvm.UUUHim> 
7TT 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
V»ffc6 TheKotunda March 17,1993 
NEWS 
-*-. 
Sale of grain alcohol to be banned in Virginia 
CHARLOTTESVILLB, Va. (AP) 
Last call lor grain alcohol in Virginia 
is July I. 
A Male law passed last monlh by Ihe 
(K -m i.il Assembly bans sales of grain 
alli IIK il eHei live in July. The law will 
briii)1 to an end decades of spiking 
college punches with the clear, taste- 
less alcohol 
William V. Daniel, a Delta Phi 
hrolhii and 1950 graduate of the I Ini 
versify of Virginia, remembers a few 
grain alcohol parlies in his day, and lie 
says the idea of spiking punch with 
rleai I'MI-prool alcohol was old hat 
even Ihen. 
Daniel, of Richmond, who recently 
stepped down as president of 
Virginia's Iralcmily Alumni Coun- 
cil, believes it is a good move. 
"I don't think anything will be lost 
by it at all," he said last week. "(Irain 
alcohol can be pretty devastating." 
(irain alcohol is colorless, odorless 
and virtually tasteless It is a highly 
potent liquid that is 75 perccni pure 
alcohol, and because of its strength, 
small amounts can rx highly toxic 
Ilic proposal to ban sales came 
from a task force that was formed in 
the wake of a drug raid on three Uni- 
versity of Virginia fraternities in 1991. 
Another step recommended by the 
task force, the registration of beer 
kegs to make their purchasers easy to 
trace, went into effect earlier this 
year. 
College administrators said in 1991 
(hat grain alcohol mixed in punch is a 
dangerous drink. And they pointed 
out that most grain alcohol sales in the 
stale took place near the Virginia and 
Virginia Tech campuses. The slate 
has 245 liquor stores, but the IS clos- 
est to college campuses accounted for 
15 percent of the grain alcohol sold 
last year, according to Alcohol He\ ei 
age Control Board statistics 
I ops among all stores in grain alco- 
hol sales was one not far from most 
I [Diversity of Virginia fraternities. A 
close second was the ABC store in 
Blacksburg near Virginia lech. 
Grain alcohol sales declined drasti- 
cally last year after the ABC Board 
reduced the proof available from 190 
to 153. 
But Del. Julia A. "Judy" Connally, 
D-Arlington, main sponsor of the leg- 
i slation. said she believed the time had 
come simply to outlaw grain alcohol 
completely. 
"I got encouragement from admin- 
istrations all over the state that this 
would be a desirable thing," she said, 
adding that many legislators were 
unaware the spirits were still for sale 
in siale stores 
Proof refers to the alcoholic strength 
of a beverage, and is expressed as 
twice the percentage present. For ex- 
ample, 100-proof drinks are 50 per- 
cent alcohol. 
Rum and bourbon with a proof of 
151 remain available, Ms. Connally 
COLD SUBS 
Students volunteer during 
spring break 
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) Dozens of 
Virginia college students are spend- 
ing their spring break in South Caro- 
lina, but they aren't at the beach. 
()ne group is in the small (.cxington 
('minty town of Red Bank, shingling a 
KM>t and hanging siding on a new 
house In north Columbia, another 
group is putting drywall in a home, 
while next door others are digging the 
foundation lor a third house. 
"My roommate told me I was nuts 
when I told him I was going to do 
iliis'Koamike College senior 1'ranklin 
Clayton said Tuesday while shovel 
ing rock-laden soil from a foundation 
iniugh awaiting concrete 
But Clayton and 23 others from the 
Salem. Va., school resisted the lure of 
(lie beach and opted to assist Habitat 
for Humanity, a volunteer organiza- 
tion that helps people buy houses. 
Hie students, along with 32 from 
William and Mary College complet- 
ing the Lexington County house, say 
those who scoff at the idea need only 
try it. 
"And we're getting lot of sun while 
doing it," freshman Laurel Shroycr 
said as she leveled strips of siding on 
the front of the Red Bank house. 
It's the fourth year William and Mary 
students have spent spring break help- 
ing build houses in South Carolina for 
Habitat. The Roanokc students have 
done it for eight years, helping local 
volunteers build 11 area houses 
The students said they're used to the 
weird looks they get when they de- 
scribe their plans to classmates head- 
ing 10Florida for a week of partying in 
the sun. 
Some of Ihe volunteers went to 
Honda last year, but it was no spring 
Bing. They were there to help Home- 
stead recover from Hurricane An- 
drew, just as they did in Sumier after 
Hugo. 
Karen McNeish was among them. 
"I've done four other houses, either 
over spring breaks or in the summer," 
said the William and Mary senior who 
majors in economics. "This is pretty 
different from school, being out in the 
sun all day and hammering and stuff. 
But it's really fun." 
The Red Bank house, sponsored by 
Westminster Presbyterian Church, is 
the 26th Ihe local Habitat chapter has 
built or rehabilitated. It is the first in 
Lexington County. 
Residents apply for the homes, which 
average $30,000 to build, and are se- 
lected by a committee based on need. 
Monthly interest-free mortgage pay- 
ments, which go toward buying mate- 
rials, average $175. 
In return, those selected are required 
to invest 300 hours of "sweat equity" 
in building their home and homes for 
others. 
Clinton plan anticipated by students 
SIOUX I ALLS. SD.(AP) Several 
South Dakota students say Ihey are 
Interested In a proposed community 
aervtOI piogiain announced by 1'iesi 
dent ( liuion 
"1 think il is about tune that some 
body thought about it," Donovan Kills 
A Hundred, a I'landreau High School 
scnioi, said Monday after Clinton out- 
lined ihe pilot program 
He said he thinks Clinton is on the 
light inch and thai he will participate 
m die program if it's offend 
"ll should niVC happened ve.usago 
li > .HI lx' loi anybody, rich or poor, ll 
I OUld provide m important option lor 
my student " 
Clinton pledged to allow students lo 
repay college loans through commu- 
nity work, calling his national service 
plan a 1990s OI Bill. 
Paul Richardson of Sioux lulls, a 
sophomore business major at the I Ini- 
versity of South Dakota, said it sounds 
good, but Congress has yel to have its 
say. 
"1 think it is a nice plan in concept, 
but as usu.U, then is a big dillcrcnce 
withconccpt ami reality when it comes 
to Congress,'' Richardson said. 
He also said ihe definition of public 
service has to be reasonable. 
I-ennox High School senior I aura 
Kroeger said Clinton's goal is good 
said, but those drinks have a color and 
taste. 'They're not as invisible," she 
noted. 
Grain alcohol can be found on the 
shelves of liquor stores in the District 
of Columbia and Maryland. In Penn- 
sylvania, a slate task force studying 
campus alcohol abuse called last 
month for a ban on grain alcohol sales 
there. 
At the I (Diversity ol Virginia frater- 
nity officials were reluctant lo even 
HONEY WHr AT OK 
ITALIAN BREAD 
cautiously discuss drinking in general 
and grain alcohol parties in particular. 
But several said grain guzzling 
had been on the wane at the school's 
34 fraternities, even before the legis- 
lation was passed. 
"I don't think there's rampant grain 
parties," said Stephen Linaweaver, the 
newly elected president of the Inter- 
fraternity Council. "I think they are 
definitely declining, and you're see- 
ing less liquor-based parties in gen- 
eral " 
For TWICE the meat, just say "Super" ...add... 
BMT (ham, genoa salami, pepperoni, bologna) 
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, ham) 
SPICY ITALIAN (genoa salami, pepperoni) 
COLD CUT COMBO (ham salami, bologna - all turkey based) 
TUNA 
SEAFOOD & CRAB 
BBQ PORK 
HAM & CHEESE 
ROAST BEEF 
TURKEY BREAST 
VEGGIE 
HOT SUBS HOMY Will \l OK IT-M I \\ RKI \l> 
MEATBALL 
STEAK & CHEESE 
RIB-B-Q (Our recommended choice) 
Add Bacon... 
Putney Square 
Shopping Center 
SUBWAY 
392-8868 
BUY l-GET I For 99t 
Buy any sub or salad and a medium 
drink. Get a second sub or salad (of 
equal or lesser price) for only 99< 
I Offer good at Putney Square Shopping 
I Center Subwav only. 
•SUBUJAV* 
1
 Umii one coupon per customer per visit Not valid with 
other coupon! or diicounti 
1.00 2.00 
2.79 4.39 
2.99 4.49 
2.49 3.99 
1.69 2.99 
2.69 4.29 
2.99 4.99 
2.99 4.49 
2.99 3.99 
2.89 4.59 
2.89 4.59 
1.59 2.89 
^^90i W*i 
m wg|_ . \Skl 
1.89 3.39 
2.99 4.79 
3.39 5.69 
.50 1.00 
The fresh 
Ahernative 
.      O 4 
But she wondered if it will cause prob- 
lems for college graduates. 
"Il depends on what field you arc- 
going into," she said "He might slick 
you in a cruddy little job, and you 
don't have the choice of going where 
you want lo go." 
Bridgewater High School senior 
Meredith Tuslia laid the program 
shows Pratkknl ( linton wants to give 
everyone a fair chance to get a college 
education She said she will apply for 
a loan and do community work if it's 
available. 
Tusha said she hopes die new pro- 
gum will get rid •! I problem now 
associated with Ions; they're based 
on die wealth ot a .ludent's parents 
March   16-20,   1993 
25th    Anniversary    Celebration 
L0NGW00D COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
March 17 
"Kappa Delta Celebrates The Green" 
Lancer Cafe 
March 18 
Comedian - Billy Martin 
8pm    Commonwealth Ballroom 
ALL STRUNG OUT 
Lancer Productions and Sony Music Present An Evening of Acoustic Music 
Featuring: 
PETER HIMMELMAN. DARDEN SMITH, AND BRENDA KAHN 
9:30pm    Commonwealth Ballroom 
March 19 
Movie - "Far and Away" 
9pm Commonwealth Ballroom 
March 20 
Karaoke Night 
9pm Lancer Cafe 
LANK FORD STUDENT UNION 1968- 7993;    25   YEARS  OF PROGRESS 
The Rotunda March 17,1993 PaRe 7 
SPORTS 
Lancer baseball team hitting .348 
Longwood has 7-3-1 record 
  
While they may not match last 
season's best-in-the nation 378 bat- 
ting average, the NCAA Division II 
Longwood Lancets have started the 
1993 baseball season with some pretty 
hot bats. 
With seven players hitting 310 or 
better, Longwood has a team batting 
average of. 348 and is scoring 7.4 runs 
per game. Winning two of three 
against visiting Bloomsburg last week, 
Ixingwood upped its record to 7-3-1. 
The Lancers, playing at their newly 
renovated home park, beat the Hus- 
kies 2-1 and balded to an 8-8 tie in two 
games Wednesday. Thursday, with 
ace Kyle Weaver on the mound. Long- 
wood took a 7-5 triumph. 
Leading the Longwood hit parade 
are senior third baseman Terry Taylor 
and sophomore shortstop Jeff Toms, 
lancer tri-captains. Taylor is hitting 
436 with six doubles, a triple, a homer 
and 18 RBI He has now hit safely in 
10 straight games with a team-best 17 
hits. 
Toms, the team's lead-off batter, is 
tops with a .441 average. He also 
leads the club in runs (12), walks (12) 
and stolen bases (5-5). 
Also hitting well are sophomore 
outfielder Brian Bassett, .375, lOruas, 
7 RBI; senior Shawn Jones, .310, 8 
RBI, 2 homers; senior Todd Bow- 
man, .343,2homers;sophomoreChris 
Tyson, .353,4 doubles, and freshman 
Mike Madden, .364,8 runs. Madden 
missed the Bloomsburg games with a 
hip-pointer. 
leading the Lancer pitching staff 
is senior tri-captain Kyle Weaver. 
Going 28 innings, Weaver has a 3-1 
record, an earned run average of 1.61 
and three complete games. In addi- 
tion, he has struck out 23 batters while 
walking just six. 
Weaver went the distance Thurs- 
day in the Lancers' 7-5 win over 
Bloomsburg. He fanned seven and 
walked (wo. Only three of the Hus- 
kies five runs were earned. Bassett 
drove in a pair of runs for Longwood 
while going 2-5.  Tyson also had two 
hits and an RBI. 
Longwood also got a complete 
game showing from senior left-hander 
Wyatt Flippe in Wednesday's 2-1 win 
over Bloomsburg. Flippcn completed 
a six-hit masterpiece for his first win 
of the season after two losses. Allow- 
ing just two Husky base runners over 
the final four innings, Flippen scat- 
tered six hits, walked just one and 
fanned six. He loweredhiseamcil inn 
average from 9.55 to 5.29. 
Sophomore catcher Ray Roddy was 
the defensive standout of the series 
and also hit a crucial homer to back up 
Flippen's pitching The catcher came 
up with several big defensive plays 
Wednesday and Thursday. He hit his 
game-winning homer to left field not 
far from the 335' sign near the foul 
pole. 
Surprised at his own feat, Roddy 
admitted it was only (be second homer 
he has hit on any level. In the three 
games Roddy threw out a four 
Bloomsburg runners and also helped 
Lancer Golfers first at Pinehurst 
I .ancer Senior Steve Crute shot 80- 
82-82-244 to take individual honors 
and Longwood came out on top in the 
team competition at the Pinehurst 
Collegiate Golf Tournament March 
8-10 in Pinehurst. N.C. It was the 
spring opener for the Lancers, who 
had a school record 315 7 stroke aver 
age for the fall season 
Longwood shot 345-333-346-1024 
in very windy conditions to best 
I lampden-Sydney (1,039)and TIrsinus 
(1,084) Two additional teams which 
were entered in the tourney pulled out 
at the last minute. LC, H-SC and 
Ursinus played three Sandhill area 
golf Courses: Fox Fire. Wood I.ake 
and Mid-Pines. 
Freshman Kric Levin carded an 87- 
79-88-254 to finish second overall in 
the individiual competition. Other 
Lancer scores included: junior Jimmy 
Ward 88-84-93-265, senior Frank 
Davide 90-92-86-268, freshman 
Jonathan Vaughn 93-88-90-271 and 
senior Craig Woods 94-96-99-289. 
Also playing for Long wood this spring, 
though they did not participate in the 
tournament, are senior John Benton. 
junior Shawn Moore, and freshman 
Chad Williams. 
"Steve (Crute) was really playing 
well, though his scores may not show 
it," said coach Steve Nelson. "The 
wind was terrible." 
Longwood was scheduled to play 
in the Flon College Tournament Mon- 
day and Tuesday. The Lancers'next 
competition is slated for March 26-28 
at the Camp LeJeune Marine Tourna- 
ment in Jacksonville, N.C. 
ULTIMATE 
FITNESS 
Facilities Include: 
►Cardiovascular Equipment 
►Nutritional Analysis 
►Stationary Machines 
►Pro Shop 
►Wolff System Tanning Beds 
•Free Weights 
•Aerobics Classes 
•Personal Training 
•Seminars - Monthly 
$70 remainder of semester 
No Initiation Fee! 
•Aerobic step classes 
$50 remainder of semester 
•LC students come in for a 
FREE workout with this ad. 
Now is the Perfect Time to Plan Your 
ULTIMATE FITNESS  PROGRAM! 
Hours 
Mon-Fri    6:00AM - 9:00PM 
Sat 9:00AM - 6:00PM 
Sun 1:00PM-6:00PM 
392-PUMP 
102 South Main Street 
Junior hoopstcr one of 40 across nation 
Litton finalist for Division 
II All-American 
Ana Litton 
snuff out two threats by blocking the 
plate and tagging out Huskies intent 
on scoring. 
Before the recent winter storm, 
Longwood was scheduled to host Di- 
vision III Randolph-Macon Monday 
and to head north to Shippcnsburg, 
Pa. for the Shippcnsburg Invitational 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. It is 
unlikely that the Lancers will be able 
to play any baseball games this week 
because of the weather. 
I OOgWOOd junior women's has 
kcthall player Ana I itton has been 
voted one of 40 finalists across (he 
nation for the 1993 NC A A Division ll 
Kodak All-America team announced 
the Women's Basketball Coaches 
Association (WBCA). in wwpwatiffli 
with Eastman Kodak Company, 
Litton was voted I finalist by 
WBCA member coaches in District 
III which comprises Division II col- 
leges in the District of Columbia. 
I XMaware. Maryland. North Carolina. 
Virginia and West Virginia Thercare 
eight districts across the nation with 
five individuals selected as finalists 
from each district. 
Litton, who averaged 22.0 points 
per game this year, look over die of- 
fensive load for the I .ady I ancci 11 ol 
lowing the season-ending injuries to 
classmate Cassie Fnslcy Litton led 
the team in scoring, assists (95), steals 
(83) and three-pointers (46) while es- 
tablishing IhnN new records at I .ong- 
WCXKI this season. Litton's 242 field 
goals, along with 18 field goals in a 
game, are all new •.taiul.mK Addi- 
tionally, Litton equaled Ilk' maik fa 
points in a game with the 41 against 
( on\ erne, as well as equaling the stan- 
dard tor three-point attempts in a panic 
with 12 on two ivcasions tins vcai 
Litton scored 593 points in 1992 
93, the second-best seasonal effort in 
IChool history behind former WBCA 
All-American Cannillc Bantctte's S<»6 
m 1989-90. Utton's 210 scoring av- 
erage also ranks second-best in a sea 
son while her46 three-pointci s is third 
best and her 8 3 slealsrank ftxirth best 
1 itton, who also averaged *> 9 re 
bounds, now has 1.067 career points 
to rank ninth all-time and her 77 ca- 
reer treys is third all-time. 
Ihe Kodak All-America selection 
committee will conference on Thin 
day. March 18 to select the 10 players 
who will be honored as the Division 11 
Kodak All-America team. Ihe 10- 
inembcr All America leant will he 
announced on Saturday. March 2d at 
the NCAA Division II National Cham 
game and 38 field goal attempts in a   pionships. 
Softball shines at UNCW tourney 
Longwood's NCAA Division II 
softball team, participating in the I INC 
Wilmington Tournament in North 
Carolina, won three games last Friday 
to improve its current winning streak 
to four. The Lady Lancers, winners of 
six of their last seven games, defeated 
NCAA Division I foesGeorgeMaaon 
6-5 and Radford 6-3 before destroy- 
ing Division II Shaw (N.C.) Univer- 
sity 17-2 in first round play at the 
Wilmington,N.C.loumey. Saturday's 
action was cancelled due to the 
weather. 
Longwood, in North and South 
Carolina all last week, now sports a 
record of 6-5 alter dropping its first 
four games. The Lady Lancers lost 
doubleheaders to Barton (N.C.) Col- 
lege March 7 and Campbell (N.C.) 
I Iniversily March 8 to open die season 
before sweeping a twinbill at Pem- 
broke State (N.C.) University March 
'l and then splitting with Francis 
Marion (S.C.) University March 10. 
Coach Loretta Cooghlin's squad will 
play its next four opponents at home- 
on the Farmvillc Armory Field. 
UNC Wilmington Tournament 
Alter jumping ahead early and 
hanging on lor victory against both 
Cicorgc Mason and Radford, the Lady 
Lancers exploded against Shaw in 
Friday's third contest With three 
runs in the first inning, five in the 
second, seven in the third and two in 
the fourth, LC claimed a four inning 
triumph under the tournament's 15- 
run rule. 
Junior Ana Litton paced the win 
with three hits (two doubles and a 
triple) and five RBI. Sophomore Man 
Willen also had three hits (one double) 
with Uiree RBI and freshman Kerri 
Johnson added three hits (double and 
triple) and two RBI. Freshman 1 );iwn 
Harrison picked up her first win of the 
season pitching four innings allowing 
just three hits. 
Longwood scored all six runs 
against Radford in the first inning on 
RBI singles from Willen, sophomore 
Crystal Barker, Johnson and sopho- 
more Robin Hutcherson. Junior Andi 
Wrenn picked up her third win of the 
season pitching seven innings and giv- 
ing up six hits and no earned runs 
along with four strikeouts. 
Willen also paced the (iMI I vic- 
tory with three hits including two 
doubles and one RBI. Freshman l-jnily 
Welpott improved to 2-3 (Mi the mound 
pitching seven innings while allowing 
four earned runs with two strikeouts 
Longwood 4.7; rrantb Marion 5.6 
The I-ady Lancers dropped the 
opener 5-4 in eight innings as l-MII 
scored two unearned runs in (he hot 
torn of the extra inning Seniors Jen 
Brady and (iinny Henry led LC with 
two hits apiece. Welpott took the loss 
although she allowed JUS) lour hits 
ami iMie earned run 
LOBgWOOd bounced bad m the 
nightcap behind sophomore Lorn 
Payne who went 3-4 with a triple 
while Litton (two RBI) and Johnson 
MCfa contributed two hits. Wienn 
pitched the victory with seven innings 
of work allowing just one named run 
Loiiy wood 8-2: Pembroke State 7.1 
Senior Robin Jensen led I.(' in (he 
eight inning opener with three hits and 
two RBI with Willen adding two hits 
and three RBI. Johnson also had two 
liits and an RBI. Welpott got me 
victory on (he mound pitching eight 
innings with four strikeouts 
In the nightcap, Willen had two 
hits to lead the offense while Wrenn 
allowed just four hits in seven innings 
for the victory 
Campbell. Barton 
Longwood's ■oaten got off to an 
ugly start as the I ady I .ancers dropped 
doubleheaders to Barton by scores ol 
4-1 and 4-3 before ( ampbell downed 
LC 13-0 and 7-0. LC was limited to 
only three hits in each of the losses t< > 
Division I Campbell. F.rrors played a 
big role against Barton as die Lady 
lancers committed five uuscues. 
Iongwood's home doublchcaiki 
with Ix." Moyne (NY) Tuesday was 
canceled and a home twinbill widi 
Radford Wednesday will be rescind 
uled. 
Editorial 
Baseball's heading in the wrong direction 
By Brendan McFvoy 
Sports Editor 
Recently the Richmond I lines I MapatCh ian an article 
Claiming thai die game of baseball is heading toward new 
rules ami icgulations in ordci 10 make games shorter. The 
problem seems to be that die games are exceeding the 
alotted an tune on television ihey say that shortening the 
games will not only please the television networks, but it 
will attract IIHMC fSSM, Here are some ol die proposed 
solutions: 
limiting the time between pitches to twenty 
ends 
—make the manager decide on the rebel pitcher 
before he reaches the mound 
limit the number ol tups to the pitchers mound by 
11 her 
■?in   mi     ii the scheduled time 
i Briton i isk has been pointed out MOM ol the i< 
major time consumers Hisroutinebeforehestepsintotiic 
batter - DOS lakes a good thirty 10 lourty -five seconds 
He'll readjust ins batting. | the bat, push ins 
belmei down tightly on ins head, sweep ins foot ova the 
,lut 10 wipe 001 the chalk in the bad ol the batters box, 
i,lns -Inrtat both shoulder   ■?11*.* Ins fui k tool in.close 
his eyi      tea deep breath and after nil thai . ba win 
finally step in the box 
■crage sports Ian would see this I 
unneo boring, time consuming proposal,   Well 
it this is your point ol view, you hi 
apprci i iM' 'ii fa an art form that ba 'ball lias to oiler Yes. 
that's right it's an art farm   Form lUCammii 
sinner Bowie Kiihn couldn't h il better when be 
commented in 1976, "Baseball is hcautilul   the supicinc 
performing art it combines m pastel harmony die 
magnificent features ol ballet, drama sit and ingenuity." 
The Ifnaon why baseball is considered our national 
pastime is that it represents American culture in a way DO 
other sport can    It is the only sport   dial a gam 
theoretically speaking last over an nil mite [Kiiodol lime 
(leorgc I  Win, baseball analyst and political identist, 
states, 'It [baseball] has inn lock, no ties and no Ubsml 
intrusions into (lie organized progression " 
Ihese roudnes are sometimes neticssary h> get B 
player focused M;uiy major league players will see a 
■ports psycologisl In hopea ol Improving then play The 
lust thing the psychologist will nil Hie playei in do is to 
;'o through a routine to help hiinioniciilr ate and In do that 
routine m between each pitch   I hese routines vary in tune 
and technique   Each playei is different, and so each 
routine is unique. 
Many youngsters will imitate their lavonte players 
loiiiiui -and/or incorporate it into their own routines   Art 
and Musk itudentt,dom dais sound faanlhai' Bet th 
incorporated MylmofBachinmhissrark. Barry Bonds 
Incorporates styles oi Wiihe Mays into ins game 
Baseball is a game Ol tradition and drama Any 
attempt tO DUI a time limit OO OUI national pastime is truly 
gady  If ba ■???in this direction, you will saa 
a decreasing amount ol true baseball lam wboappr* 
tile tradition and KM way baseball is intended to be 
played     with no clock 
I'ajjt 8 
The Rotunda  March 17, 1993 
Wild Kingdom ■y Antony Rabin*, jr. Wolfbane 
THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Warm feeling 
5 Sarcastic 
ramark 
9 Roosting place 
14 First quality 
15 Take on 
16 Hllo hello 
17 Assat 
18 Mlnuta amount 
19 Competitive 
20 Woman's 
organization 
23 Compass heading 
24 Qrsln fruits 
25 Joined 
27 Wears 
30 Pony or bean 
32 Grants use ot 
33 Except 
34 MMPHHM ■" 
30 Invites 
39 Shrub or tree 
40 Outing 
41 Try out 
42 Spoils 
43 School paper 
44 Teeming 
46 Long bouts 
47 A candled 
truHrtnd 
SO Pop singer, 
actress 
61 Literary 
collection 
62 Confederate 
secret agent 
58 Steeple top 
60 Bucket 
61 Rani's garb 
62 HI II component 
63 USSR city 
64 Squarely 
65 Dance movements 29 
66 Ship-shaped 
clocks 30 
67 Evergreens 31 
1 1 1 
• 1 s i 7 1 « 10 ii 1? 13 14 15 ik 17 11 11 
n ?i :: 1" ■? K?s 76     1 
?7 71 n ■? 31 
3? ■? 34 3S M 37 
M 31 40 
41 4? ■?43 
■? ■?
47 tl 41    1 ■?so 
SI ma m S4 SS St S7 
M SI M 1 " 12 13 ; IS M - 
*J*»«JHuat»l-ft*r NPJVJ«BS, &&F 2 c 
7 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
21 
22 
26 
27 
28 
DOWN 
1 Stare open- 
mouthed 
2 Montezor 
Fslsna 
3 Blame 
4 Tom Mix s.g 
5 Cooks eggs 
6 NFL entry 
35 
36 
37 
39 
43 
45 
46 
PartolM.A 
Irish fuel 
Imitate 
Yale man 
Wandered 
Chevy or Ilka 
Dragged 
Snacks 
Bsseball's 
Doubieday 
Apple type 
Wood strip 
Attitudinize 
Acorns 
ultimately 
Army chaplain 
US composer 
Creator 
Czech 
Beaver State: 
abbr. 
Marcel Marceau 
Simians 
— acids 
Row of seats 
Also-rans 
Racing boats 
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SNOW OWL 
LISTEN, lAftc. I'M MOT BBM.GIW6 
BUT 1 INDENTED 1ms WHOLE 
FEMKTA BUSINESS' AFTEB I PUT 
THESE MPS OH TUE MAP, EVERY" 
SPECIES REALIZED 
THAT THE 
NAME OF THE    fa -J- 
TI6EB   SHABK 
<f 
BLACK JElUtD 
WN frWWEAN 
DUNfcfjEETlE 
W«B   MftMLR. 
OHM JO WEVEG0T THE'MON- 
STER « THS PEEP* THING WORWNC 
AfcAlNST LfS   BUT IF 
•H PLAY UP THE 
MISTERHS Of 
SHARKS' IhUAU- 
NO10HCAL SWIMS, 
PLUS THE FRAHLE 
MARINE  ECO 
SWEM, WE'LL 
6ET lyposiiRE 
OUT THE SMIOO' 
SAKuEL   OOUfeLAS 
HEX "V CLIENT ISN'T EXACTLY 
A KOALA MAR   BUT I'M START- 
ING OUT IN THIS 
BUSINESS. I'M 
IN TOUCH WtTH 
THE PEOPLE 
HANPIIM6 THE 
BROWN-BELUID 
NEW &UINEAN 
DUN6 BEITIE. 
WE MlkHT 
WORK TOGETHER 
LAUREN RI6ERIO 
MANATEE" 
AMAZOMAN 
TWI6  NEWT 
I    * 
* BACTERIA 
FL7-UIA 
50 1 SAIO/I SEE THE COVER 
OF 'TIME1/ i SEE THE 'PlScWER 
CHANNEL" 6UT 
CTM#f ON/ 
MOVf A LITTLE' 
JUMP THROUGH 
HOOPS? PEP 
UP. FOR 
GOD'S SAKE'" 
BARB PECOTA 
I FIGURE OUR BEST BET IS 
W 10 LATCH ON TO THE 
WHOLE RAIN FOREST  DEAL. 
I MEAN, IT'S 
NOT LIKE  I'M 
GONNA GET 
A STORY  OH 
"SO MINUTES'/ 
IT'S JUST 
ANOTHER 
FRlGHN' 
LIZARO' 
JAMES HACKETT 
ALRIGHT, I'M NOT SAYING WE 
P0N*THA« AN UPHILL BATTLE 
BUT I'M MAKING A LOT OF 
CALLS. I THINK 
A WY AT THE 
'OUARTEIlY JOURNAL 
OF BACTERIUM 
AND VIRUSES " 
NIGHT GiVC US 
A MENTION. 
WASTED 
YOUTH. 
DANNY FRASIER 
47 Art repro- 
ductions 
48 Computer food 
49 Fr. historian 
50 Arch 
53 Atop 
54 Weed 
55 Vendltton 
56 Ship's nose 
57 Puppy cries 
59 Counterpart 
of Dem. 
NLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES 
ty!\ ■'■?
Research works. 
American Heart 
Association 
& 
Sponsored by the 
Student Union. Campus Calendar 
Thursday 
March 18 
Friday 
March 19 
Saturday 
March 20 
Sunday 
March 21 
Monday 
March 22 
Tuesday 
March 23 
Information on events should 
be submitted to the Rotunda 
Box 2901 by the Thursdaypre- 
ceding the appropriate issue of 
the paper. 
Wednesday 
March 24 
CC Workshop: Job Search 
Strategy, 1pm, 2nd Floor 
South Ruffner 
Panel Discussion: 
Women in Business. 4pm, 
Grainger B15 
TKE Fundraiser: Smoky 
Mountain Wrestling, 
7:30pm. Lancer Hall 
Comedian: Billy Martin, 
8pm.    Commonwealth 
Ballroom 
LP Concert: Acoustic Mu- 
sic, 9:30pm, 
Comonvvt'.Ulh Ballroon 
LP Movie: "Far and 
Away," 9pm, Common- 
wealth Ballroom 
Softball: Bridgewater, 
lpm. Armory Field 
Concert: African Heritage 
Dancers & Drummers, 
7pm. Lancre Dance Stu- 
dio 
Karoake Night: 9pm. 
Lancer Cafe 
Lacrosse: Earlham, lpm. 
1st Ave. Field 
Softball:    Lynchburg, 
2pm. Armory Field 
Concert: Music by 
Women Composers, 3pm. 
Wygal 
Lacrosse: Earlham, 4pm.    CC Workshop: Resume/ 
1st Ave. Field Cover Letter,   lpm, 2nd 
LP Movie: "Far and 
Away," 9pm, Common- 
wealth Ballroom 
Floor S. Ruffner, Career 
Center 
Baseball: RogerWilliams 
(2), lpm. TBA 
Women's Tennis:    Va. 
Wesleyan, 2:30pm. 
Lancer Courts 
Lecture: "Black Women's 
Writing in Britain" by Dr. 
Jana Gohrisch, 4pm. 
Grainger B15 
LP Concert: The Blend- 
ers, 9pm. Commonwealth 
Ballroom 
CC Program: Resume Cri- 
tique Day. Lankford Stu- 
dent Union 10am-2pm 
Baseball: RogerWilliams 
(2), lpm. TBA 
Rotunda Newspaper 
Meeting: We need you - 
come join us! 7:30pm Ro- 
tunda Office-ground floor 
Lankford. 
